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Panama, May 11. Ever since hii
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La-por- te
arrival here Secretary Taft has been
ceedlngs of the governors' conference
conferences
with Foreign
holding
'at the White House this week Includes
Secretary Arias, President Amador,
addresses by Judge J. M. Carey of
Senor Arago, Panaman Minister to
Cheyenne on the subject of land laws
'
the United States Squlers, and Wiland by H. A. Jastro, president of the
liam Nelson Cromwell, legal adviser
American National Livestock associof the Panama canal commission. The
ation on grazing and stock raising.
conferences were concluded yesterWhile a harmonious meeting is exexamST
day. They discussed numerous topics WILL
cemetery
pected, It is indicated that there will
relating to the treaty which it is debe organized opposition on the part or
sired to negotiate between Colombia,
the governors to plans which the genthe United States and Panama. While Mrs. Gunness
eral government is adopting In forest
Have
Twisters
Extended
Over
Four
Might
Bureau of American Repub- details are lacking, it Is said that a
..
reservations and elsewhere of collectBelief--Polic- e
lOUMies
lics Will Cement Friendship tentative accord has been reached up- Stolen Body is
torrential Kain ,ing rentals for use of water power
on, important points and that decision
and rights of way, the contention befor
Follov
Her.
ed
Searching
With Sister Countries.
Closely.
awaits special inquiry now in progress
ing that these utilities should be unThe result of the conferences, it Is ander the control and for the benefit of
Laporte, Ind., May 11. Lemuel
Woodward, Okla., May 11. A suc- the states.
nounced, is satisfactory to all parties
Washington, May 11. Twenty-onmayor of Laporte, after a con- cession of tornadoes swept over the
concerned.
American republics united this afterbetween the federal
Colombia's recent seizure of
the ference with a number of prominent district lying 25 miles south of Wood and state governments that the best
noon in laying the cornerstone of the
town of Juardo, on the frontier invol citizens last night, declared that the ward, Oklahoma, last night. Several methods mav obtain in
building which is to constitute the
developing
monument typifying the predominant! ved in the general boundary question investigation into the Gunness mur- small isolated towns off the railroad and conserving the natural rsourco
der
be
would
with
mystery
and without telegraph communication nf the
pushed
desire of the western world for peace , between the two. countries, has been
country Is the end sought by
m
great vigor.
;uany per-- . President Roosevelt n arrane ne for
and commercial prosperity. President fully considered.
"Several lakes In the vicinity of sons were killed and injured.
The Panama
has
government
the conference.
Roosevelt officiated. Besides his adthe
Gunness farm will be dragged,"
to
Secthe suggestion made by
The villages damaged are all small.
Conditions are favorable for many
dress there were speeches by Secre- agreed
to withhold all action un- said Mayor Darrow. "I suspect more Grand, the largest of them, has only Interesting phases and
tary Root, Andrew Carnegie, who has retary Taft
will be discovered.
We in- a few hundred
Inhabitants. The possibilities. The scope of the subject
of a million til the secretary of war has had an op- tragedies
contributed
to
tend
this
the
way it scene of the tornadoes was In the Is unlimited; the
push
inquiry
to
confer
with
dollars toward the fund, and the Brazil- portunity personally
proposed method of
should be pushed."
It is the inten- northwest corner of the old
with it is new and marks a
ian ambassador. Cabled words of sent- President Roosevelt and Secretary
portion
dealing
tion of the mayor and his friends to of Oklahoma close to the Texas and
k.
distinct step forward in the political
iments and cheer were read from the Root.
One
most'
the
of
reImportant questions investigate the Pine Lake cemetery, Kansas lines. The tornadoes traveled methods of the country. Never before
presidents of the
two miles north of the Gunness farm, over four counties or a
distance of has a president conferred with all the
publics. The exercises were witnessed affecting the canal zone has been to with a view to
themselves 75 miles in length.
ocsatisfying
determine
the
individual
titles
of
of
there governors of the states; never before
Yesterday
the
diplomatic representatives
by
no bodies have been removed was a terrific rainfall
the .has the White House with its long
the new world, besides the high off- cupants of land in the zone and the (hat
following
and used as a substitute by Mrs. Gunicials and executive representatives of value of lands appropriated for canal
record of social and state functions
oppressive weather.
the body found in the fire
The Towns Destroyed.
this country. Seats for three thou- uses. Until now adjustment had been ness forIs
a large convention called
sheltered
which
generally accepted as that
sand people were reserved and each Impossible, but a solution has been
is the county seat of Ellis for the consideration of a great public
Grand
of the murderess.
seat was eagerly sought, President reached by which an arbitration tribcounty. The other places wrecked issue; never before has the question
Lamphere's Case Postponed.
exbe
will
unal
under
the
constituted
follows:
Roosevelt's address
were Arnett, Vicl, Mutual, Estelle, of the conversation of the nation's
The grand Jury was to have met Cooley, Richmond, Ccstos and Little natural resources been made the subisting treaty. This tribunal will have
Address of President,
all questions today to consider the case of Roy Robe.
,
ject of consideration by a great delib"This is a memorable occasion for the power to determine
to
as
valuations
titles. It Lamphere but this procedure has been
and
legal
At Little Robe, Mrs. J. E. Hale was erative body. The probability Is that
all .the people of the Western Hema week, Ralph N. Smith,
killed, and at Arnett, a man named at the least some basis will be laid
The building, the corner- will be composed of two citizens of postponed
isphere.
two
of
citizens
United
the
attorney, is anxious to Hale was killed. At Vici, Dr. Hauser for future conservation, for one of the
States
prosecuting
and
stone of which we lay today, emphaMagoon of bring Lamphere to trial during this was fatally injured.
At iMutual, Ar- things which will be shown most forcsizes by its existence the growing Panama with Governor
term of court which opened today. thur Sibel and wife nnd several othas
Cuba
umpire.
ibly at the conference is that neither
sense of solidarity of Interest and asTaft expects to conclude The attitude of the defense has not yet ers were seriously Injured.
the states nor the federal government
piration among all the peoples of the hisSecretary
business relative to the canal ad- been revealed. The prisoner has reTerrific Wind Storm Near Tulsa.
can make satisfactory headway indeNew World. It marks our recognition
and inspection today ceived stringent orders from his attorministration
11. A terrific pendently. .
Tulsa,
of the need to knit ever closed toOkla.,
May
will sail for the United States to neys not to discuss the charge windstorm
over this part of
gether all the republics of the West- and
morrow
against him with any one. His at- northeasternpassed
morning.
ern Hemisphere, through the kindly
Oklahoma last night do- TOWN IS STUFFED
torneys claim that they have proof ing considerable
bonds of mutual justice, good will, and
damage to houses
that Mrs. Gunness and not Lamphere and
WITH DYNAMITE
Xa casualties are reorchards.
JURY DISAGREES
sympathetic comprehension.
set lire to the house.
"At the outset, on behalf of all of
ported,
Is Mrs. Gunness in Pittsburg?
IN BACA CASE
us I wish to thank Mr. Carnegie for
Dogs Play With It, Children Chew it,
May 11. The police and
Pittsburg,
and the Whole Community
his generous gift a gift to air the na-Re detectives of th's city are today lookARM PRIMARIES
'""" is" Frantic.
ions, of the New World, and there- Hillsboro Murder Case Barren of
ing for Mrs. Belle Gunness here. Consults Evidence Was Almost
fore preeminently fitting as coming
IN BERNALILLO
ductor C. D. Burtingham says he
Conclusive.
118 Vegas, N. M., May 11. In all
from one who has so sincerely striven
on
"woman
his
train
here
the
brought
the churches of this city Sunday the
for the cause of peace among nations;
diTwo Factions of Democratic Party In
Captain Fred Fornoff and Page B. over the Cleveland and Pittsburg
word of God was accompanied
for while we have yet. a long path to
by
vision of the Pennsylvania railroad
That County Engage In Lively
went
who
Otero
Hills
week
to
last
to look out for dynamite.
tread before we can speak with any
warnings
Contest.
Sierra county, with three pris yesterday morning. She boarded the
of that stolen by
About
certainty of the day when wars shall boro,
conduc
Ohio.
The
at
train
Alliance,
Alma
and
oners,
Baca,
Felipe
Lyons
school boys with the intention of
cease from the earth, we of this Westtor telephoned the police to board the
of
ern Hemisphere, by movements such Mrs. Valentina Madrid, returned with
Albuquerque, N. M., May 11. Dem- blowing up the school buildings
An officer
two
women
in
the
custody yesterday. trail, at Liverpool, Ohio.
ocratic primaries were held last Sat- this city has been recovered. But a
as that symbolized by this building,
did fo but did not arrest the woman
have taken great strides toward se- Felipe Baca was taken to Hillsboro
urday in every precinct of Bernalillo large amount of dynamite and giant
he would make a mistake.
fearing
to
to
answer
of
an
the
ourcharge
being
to elect delegates to the coun- powder caps still remains unaccountcounty
among
curing permanent peace
accomplice In the murder of Manuel
selves.
ty convention, which will be held at ed for. It Is known to nave been disMadrid, who was murdered in Sierra AN EXCURSION
An Ancient Settlement.
Albuquerque next Saturday, at which tributed all over town and is being
two years ago. The two
about
county
time delegates to the Democratic ter- found in all sorts of unexpected
"In the next place, as President of women
TO ALBUQUERQUE ritorial
are serving a life sentence in
convention at Roswell will be places.
this Republic I greet the representa- the territorial
for the
elected. In the country districts the
A pet dog brought In a stick of dynatives of all our sister Republics to the same crime and penitentiary
were taken to Hills- Santa Fe Will Run Special Train to primaries passed off quietly, but in mite at one of the fashionable resisouth of us. In a sense, you are our
boro at this time as witnesses against
Duke City on Sunday, May 24th
the two Albuquerque precincts there dences here Saturday and a school
elder sisters and we the younger peo Baca.
Ball Game Feature.
occurred the hottest fight ever known girl was found chewing a giant pow
more
a
ancient
pie, for you represent
The
given by the wit
in this county. The principal fight was der cap.
civilization on this continent than we nesses testimony
was very
the
trial
during
Salfor the control of the county organl- of
the
Ehle
Edward
The Catholic padres and the Protes
Manager
do.
Your fathers, the Spanish and
Baca, although the Jury mon Grays, the strongest baseball zatlon, although a fight on County tant ministers yesterday warned their
strong
against
Portuguese
explorers, conquerors, after being locked in the Jury room
team in New Mexico, has made ar- Chairman Summers Burkhart as the congregations to comb their premises
build
lawgivers, and commonwealth
for twenty hours agreed to disagree.
civiliza
rangements to run an excursion to Al- delegate to the Denver convention and collect the explosives which Is
ers, had founded a flourishing
Six of the jurors being for conviction
buquerque on Sunday, May 24th, the from, this district was made the pre- terrorizing the city.
tion in the Tropics and the South
and six for acquittal.
occasion being a baseball game be- text for the assault upon the recogThus far there has been no accidents
Temperate Zone while all America
Baca will be returned to the pen! tween the Barelas
more than the blowing up of two
Grays of the Duke nized leaders.
north of the Rio Grande was still unfor safekeeping until the next
In precinct 12 the war waxed hot stoves.
Your people had tentiary
City and the Salmon Grays of Santa
mapped wilderness.
term of court convenes in Sierra coun Fe.
and
at one time pandemonium broke
were
American
founded
universities,
ty, when a new trial in the case will
With the baseball team several hun- loose. Harsh words and almost blows
building beautiful cities, were laying be had.
dred rooters and the Perez band will for an Instant threatened to transform H. H. DORMAN WEDS
deep the foundations of future nation
go. The Santa Fe railway will run a the peaceful gathering of citizens enal life, at many different points in
MISS LUCKENBACH
the vast territory stretching from the HOPE FOR ENLARGED
special train on that date and a very gaged In "saving the country" into a
low rate will be granted for the ex- wnll lnvolnnod rlnt Thorn nioro tun
Colorado to the Plata, before the ships
Performed at Presbyterian
HOMESTEAD BILL cursion.
factions, one headed by Neill B. Ceremony
of the Frenchman and the English
Manse
This
Morning To Spend
The local team defeated the Bare-la- Field, 0. N. Marron and Summers
man, the Swede and the Hollander,
In Denver.
Be
Taken
Believed
Will
Honeymoon
Measure
Up
had found permanent havens on the
two weeks ago by a score of Burkhart and other old Democratic
Grays
By House Early This Week
On the other
North Atlantic seacoast. For cen
3 to 0 and Manager Ehle is confident grandstand leaders.
and Passed.
line-uThe marriage of Harvey Howard
was
new men who
side
of
a
turies our several civilizations grew
return
of another victory when the
Dorman
and Miss Florence Elizabeth
come
had
with
into
the
the
each in its own way, but each sun
primary
11. Chairman game is played.
Washington, May
evident intention of carrying it and Luckenbach, both popular and well
dered from the others. Now we are
Excursion From Alamosa.
Mondell of the House public lands
of stepping Into the boots of some of known residents of Santa Fe, was
...
growing together.
well
are
had
under
has
several
inter
committee,
way
the" men who have heretofore been solemnized at the Presbyterian manse
Arrangements
Predicts Wonderful Growth.
views with Speaker Cannon recently, for a baseball game to be played in leaders of the
at 10 o'clock this morning. Rev. J. W.
organization.
"More and more in the future we and as a result
to secure con- this city next Sunday between the
expects
Purcell officiating. The newly married
a
war
With
loud
faction
the
whoop
shall each give to and get from the sideration in the House
this Salmon Grays and a team from Ala- of new men placed in nomination C. couple Immediately after the cere-C- .
early
others, not merely things of material week of the bill providing for enter- mosa, Colorado. The Denver and Rio
of the new, monies boarded the Denver and Rio
Hendricks, edltor-to-b.value, but things that are of worth ing homesteads of 320 acres to meet Grade railroad will very
run an Democratic daily, for chairman of the Grande train for Denver, where they
likely
for the intellectual and spiritual wel the
After
dry farming methods which are excursion train into this city on that meeting, while with eauallv loud veils will spend their honeymoon.
fare of all of us. In the century that
in arid and
Salmon the old faction placed Neill B. Field their return from Denver Mr. and Mrs.
of
the
date.
Ehle
adopted
being
Manager
has passed the development of North states.
Grays has taken up the matter with in nomination. Then the fireworks ex-- , Dorman will go to housekeeping at
America has, on the whole, proceeded
The Senate has passed the enlarged the railroad company. Mr. Ehle says ploded.
the groom's beautiful home on Col- faster than the development of South homestead bill which was introduced that he feels confident that a
low
street. The bride Is the daughter
in
faction
a
Each
very
loud
and
voice
lege
America; but in the century that has by Senator Smoot and It has been re- rate will be
from all towns roar claimed their rights and endeav-'o- f
H. C. Luckenbach, and Is an
Mrs.
granted
no
other
believe
I
that
now opened
com- along the line of this road and over ored to
lands
House
the
by
public
ported
"
were
that
the
accomplished
prove
only
young woman.
they
part of the world will see such extra mittee with amendments which make two hundred
to simon-purare
expected
people
Bernalillo
Democrats
of
in
in
wealth,
ordinary development
it practically identical with the bill take advantage of the opportunity to county. Finally Thomas F. Keleher, ADMIRAL EVANS RECEIVES
population, in all that makes for pro originally Introduced by Mondell.
visit the Ancient City.
wno was lined up with the Hendricks;
AN OVATION AT OGDEN
gress, as will be seen from the north
is expected the latter bill as thus
It
faction, took the floor and moved that
ern boundary of Mexico through all amended will
Snmnel Noiietnrir t1i tomnnrarv rhnir.
pass the House and with
Central and South America; and
ear
Admlr- Sden' utah. May
some modifications in conference to SOLDIER RUNS AMUCK
man. be made nermanent chairman.'
can assure you that the people of
KILLING
THREE
COMRADES
was
D.
route
en
noneast,
to
lands
be acquired by
Evans,
Robely
Thu wim, wna g,rrH nn hv hmh
this nation look with the most pro permit
tne
here
DePot
rece,ved
Un,on
resident entrymen under certain reth,lB
factions and although the meeting
found satisfaction upon the great
strictions will become a law at this
P. I., May 11. A cablegram proceeded with the routine of business morning. by several hundred people,
Manila,
'
growth that has already taken place session.
including a delegation of state offlc- received by the adjutant general of the fleht. waa not over vet.
in the countries which you represent
The admiral, on
Houses Passes Bill.
the war department announces that Burkhart of the old faction, cftal- - lals frora 8ott
a growth alike In political stability
to the rear
tomade
his
139
to
74
of
vote
a
the
House
way
Private Mike Beacham, of the First lenged several voters with the asser- - "itches,
By
which
and in the material
the Mondell bill providing United States Cavalry, ran amuck, tion that they were not Democrats, Platform and addressed the crowd, ex- passed
day
can only come when there Is political
for homestead entries of 320 acres In- killing three and wounding three of and had been Republicans for the Pressing nis aeep appreciation oi ine
stability.
honor snown nlm- - H8 recalled how he
stead of 160 on
his comrades, one mortally. The dead past twenty-threI
years. Most of these
"Our battleship fleet has Just finish'
unreserved and
,are: First Sergeant William Hoey, men contended that they were Demo- had Deen Bent as Utah's cadet to
ed its trip around South America, and
public lands In Colorado, Califor- Private G. Wilson and Private Thomas
and were allowed to vote. Af- - napolis and said he owed a debt of
I wish to thank the rulers1 and the peonia, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, (Woodward. The fatally wounded sol- ter the vote had been counted it was gratitude to Utah,
ple of South America and of Mexico Utah, Washington, Wyoming, Arizona dier is Private Edward Woodward. found that the old slate received sev-- i
for the generous and courteous hospl and New Mexico.
All were members of Troop F, First ,enty-twvotes, while the new slate The New Mexican Printing: company
The Senate today passed the agri- .Cavalry. It is presumed Beacham was jwas snowed under, It receiving only will do your Job work. with neatness
cultural appropriation bill, (Continued 6n Page Eight.)
insane.
and dispatch.
fifty vote.

Na-
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CHANGES

An-cra- ts

Approved Bv Deleirate
Andrews They Will Become Effective July 1.

IF

The
of the National
'orests In New Mexico has been duly
considered by the Chief Forester Oifford Piuchot and has been determined
upon as the following letter from the
Chief Forester to Delegate W. H. Andrews shows:
Mr. Pinchot's Letter.

-

"Washington,

May 2. 1908.

"lion. W. H. Andrews, House of Rep
resentatives.
"Dear Mr. Andrews Your letter of
April 28 is received. Under the plan
of redistrlctlng the National Forests
to bo put into effect July 1 we are pro-

posing to make the following changes
in New Mexico:
"The Big Burros and the southern
division of the Gila Forest will be
consolidated under the name Gila and
will be administered
as heretofore
from Silver City. The northern division of the Gila will be called the
Augustine and will be administered
from Magdalena by Supervisor Kerr.
The San Mateo and Magdalena will
be consolidated under the name Magdalena and will also be administered
by Kerr at least for the present. The
Gallinas and Lincoln Forests will be
consolidated under the name Lincoln
and administered by Supervisor Kinney from Capitan. The Sacramento
and Guadalupe will be consolidated
under the name Alamo and adminis
tered by Acting Supervisor Neal from
That portion of the
Alamogordo.
Jemez Forest lying north of the
Chama river will be consolidated with
the Taos under the name Carson and
will be administered by Deputy Supervisor T. R. Stewart from Treg
That portion of the Jemez lying south of the Chama fiver will be
called the Jemez and will be admimV
tered in connection with the Pecos by
Supervisor McMillan from Santa Fe.
The Manzano and Mount Taylor have
already been consolidated under the
name Manzano and will be adminis
tered as heretofore from Albuquerque.
The Chlrlcahua and Peloncillo Forests
will be consolidated under the name
Chiricahua and will be administered
Zachau from
by Acting Supervisor
Douglas as heretofore.
"You will note that practically the
only change in administrative bounda
ries involved In this plan is the separation of the Carson unit with headPie-dra-

s.

quarters at Tres Piedras from the
area which has been administered by
Supervisor McMillan from Santa Fe.
All the other changes are merely consolidations under single names of
areas which have previously been administered by the same supervisor.
The result of this plan will be a very
great simplification of records and accounts both in the field and in the
Washington office. I sincerely hope
that this plan will meet with your
full approval and should be very glad
to know your opinion before final action is taken.
"Very sincerely yours,
"GIFFORD PINCHOT,"

"Forester."
Indicates Delegate's

Influence.

Communications like the one printed above show conclusively that Delegate W. H. Andrews stands high with
the department officials in the national capital and that his opinion concerning New Mexico affairs is sought
after and favorably considered by the
officials. It Is known that he is thoroughly acquainted with official and
public affairs in the territory, that
his head is level, that his advice in
all public matters is good and can be
relied upon as for the best interests
of the government and of his constituents. He is held in high esteem and
is always welcome In the departments, where he is carefully listened
to and where his recommendations
are carried out wherever possible.
HIRED FOR S300 MONTH;
AFRAID OF CONTRACTOR.
Las Vegas, N. M., May 11.

More

than thirty railroad men of New Mexico have signed agreements to go to
Chile and work for $300 a month on
a road to be built from Yalparlaso to
Buenos Ayres. For the privilege of
being accepted they paid $15. Now
they are wondering whether they are
victims of an alleged agent of the Chilean government, whom most of them
met in El Paso, Texas. They have
sent to the American consul at Valparaiso to learn whether the contracts
are good. There are " about fifteen
here, and fifteen at Lamy.
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the

The New Mexican is the oldest news paper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
growing circulation
postoffice In the Territory, and as a large and
of
the
Southwest
and
people
the
progressive
Intelligent
among

ev-r- y

uNioN(fcyL.AetT

advocate the nomination of Bryan solePROFESSIONAL CARDS
ly because they think it means disastrous defeat. They hope to rid the par
.
ty of his primacy and prepare for the
ATTORNEY8AT-LAWcampaign of 1912 without the "PeerMAX FR08T.
less One" as a factor In the equation.
Attorney at Law.
They would love to see all of Mr. Bry Santa Ft
New Mexico.
an's fads go Into the platform In order
to make defeat doubly sure.
Q. W. PRICHARD,
"There are other Democrats still
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
who hope to sea Mr. Bryan sacrifice
Practices in all the District Courts
cases
himself for the party weal and name and gives special attention
some other candidate who can unite before the Territorial Supreme Court
the party and enter upon the cam- Office: Laughlln Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.
paign with some prospect of success.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
They little know the man and little
rock human nature. Never man loved
Attornej at Law.
New Mexico.
applause more than Mr. Bryan. Few Las Cruces.
men have been object of more adult-atio-n
A. W. POLLARD
than he. Flatters are In his train
Attorney at Law.
and your flatterer la ever a liar.
Luna
County.
Blunt truth, that is distasteful to Mr. District Attorney,
New Mexico.
Bryan, no man that he trusts has dar- Deming,
ed utter In his prosence, and hence it
EDWARD C. WADE
Is that he Is come to look on all who
Attorney at Law.
oppose his ambitions and attempt to
Dis
in the Supreme and
Practice
deas
thwart his projects
corrupt and
in the
of
Courts
the
trict
Territory,
bauched. To support the candidacy of
before the U. S.
another Is to establish ono in Mr. Probate Courts and
S. Land
U.
and
General
Surveyor
Bryan's esteem as a minion of preda- Offices.
tory wealth and a traitor to the DemNew Mexico.
ocratic party. We do not believe that Las Cruces,

GREAT PLEA pension office they claim he is the
best pension attorney on record, althe though he receives no pay and simply
Under the heading "Andrews
aids and helps the deserving pension
Man," the Roswell Register-Tribunthe most widely circulated and most ers because they are his constituents
influential Republican paper in south- and because he wants to do his duty Mr.
Bryan has the slightest Intention
new
eastern
Mexico,
prints in by them to the fullest extent.
of
any one at Denver but
nominating
"He should be
a
and
its last, issue
powerful and
for
is a vain man rather
he
himself,
the elected because he has never neglecturging
argument
strong
man.
a
than
great
nomination of Delegate Andrews as ed any application for help In the de
"Alton B. Parker would be president
the Republican candidate for delegate partments or anything connected with
this
moment, but for three things.
terthe
t
in
the
service
Sixty-firsthis
to the
Congress, giving
governmental
forhim
who
put
from rich or
poor, high The man
whys and wherefores and making a ritory,
laid
him
nominated
ward
and
for
or low, regardless or party and
convincing plea to Republicans
as the convenas
soon
such action. This Is so readable and has
demonstrated that ho Is a down
Is
one. Mr. Bryan
tion
That
adjourned.
attenso well taken that the New Mexican most
courteous,
capable,
Parker's
loyal
support In
repaid
editorial.
It
Judgo
the
tive
and painstaking
cheerfully republishes
represent
follows:
ative of the people.
As a citi- 1896 and 1900 with disloyalty In 1904.
has watched zen and as a man he is clean and That Is another. The public was Ignor"The Register-Tribun- e
editorial expressions of the New Mex- honorable. He has lived down the ant of certain financial transactions
p- - and sundrr Wall
ico newspapers very carefully of late caluniles and libels piled upon him by,betwecn the G- In order to ascertain the trend of pub- nominal nnrl rwraonal nnemiea nnil the. street magnates that year. That Is the
third.
hold fnr
lic opinion concerning the action of nffnrvHnn find
rnsnnpt
- " him hv
"
"J
"The Democratic party of the '70's
forthcomits
at
who
the
are
him
all
the Republican party
know
people and
could win the election of 1908 with liting convention at Santa Fe in the increasing steaauy.
nomination of a candidate for dele"There is no question that the In-- . tle effort; but the Democratic party
This
61st
to
the
fluenco
he exercises and the many of this epoch Is not the party of Til- Congress.
paper
gate
it must admit, two months and more friendships that he enjoys in the high den and Thurman."
ago was rather surprised at editorial est administration circles, In the deutterances in so many quarters in fa- partments and In both Houses of Con- - a WORD TO BERNALILLO REPUB
vor of the
and election gross, his experiencee, his diplomatic
LICANS.
of the present delegate, the Hon. W. tact and the way he has of getting on
The
Evening Citizen Is
Albuquerque
the right side of national leaders and
H. Andrews.
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"Carefully considering the situation,
however, and the eminent services
'
rendered by the delegate during the
past three years this astonishment
has fully disappeared and has been
followed by conviction that tne newspapers are right and that Delegate
Andrews deserves renomlnatlon by
the Republicans of the territory and
to
by the voters of the
soon to be Sunshine State regardless
of political affiliations.
Republican
voters should support him because he
is of their party, because they have
"
elected him twice and because he has
indeed has
made absolutely good;
.
Alt
done .more, superior ana Denenciai
'work for our people and for the bene-'-.
fit, and good of all regardless of party
than has any other delegate and for
that'inatter all the delegates from
v'i,New' Mexico before him. He has prov-W himself, despite the unjust asper
ana imeious auacKs maae upon
' sions
"
11
4AAA
uo campaign
auuJ
.'.n.im
aurjng me
thereafter, clean, honorable and true
. to ma rnenas. nis nariy ana nisprom'
ises'apd possessing now the confidence
"' arid' esteem of the
president and his
auu
genuine irienasnip, iiie
liking of his fellows In the House
gardless of party, of Speaker Cannon,
of many .U. S. senators and of the,
heads of departments and bureau,
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chiefs.

"In Washington they say that the
votes from Pennsylvania in the
House and in the Senate, even the
few Democratic representatives in- eluded, are for whatever Andrews desires for New Mexico and that it can
truthfully be said that they vote as a
unit for him and for his projects. Half
of. the New York delegation in
is also very fond of New Mexico's delegate and helps him when-- .
ever ' possible, so do se veral senators
36

.

Con-'gres-

s

from New England, from Ohio and Illinois,.. Uncle Joe thinks a great deal
"
of him and aids him more and will
listen to him more earnestly than he
will to, many members of the House
from a large state and with a vote.
The. proof of this pudding Is In the
gating and can be found In the passage of the great number of valuable
...acts for the territory In the 59th and
60th Congresses. If there ever was a
very" smart and successful, if auda-- .
cious piece of legislation, it was when
with the help of U. S. Senator Penrose and the Pennsylvania and New
York delegations and other friends he
secured the passage of the act secur$100,000 for a
ing an appropriation-ofederal building at Albuquerque on the
last day of the session. Since then
among the principal acts he has secured for the territory wrr the vail- dation of the acts of the territorial
"assembly providing for bond issues
Con.. and
passed by the Fifty-nintfor
$25,000
gress,
appropriating
InNew
Mexico
the
Military
stitute at Roswell, $25,000 for the in- sane asylum at Las Vegas, and $25,000
for the College of Agriculture; for
validation of the acts of the assembly
providing for additional appropriations for territorial charitable, penal
'

.

h

.

.

and educational Institutions at the
present session; the law providing
that New Mexico should be entitled
to about 800,000 acres of public lands
In lieu of such as had been formerly
donated but were found to have been
legally appropriated for other purposes; the establishment of a fifth
land office district at Tucumcarl; the
creation of a sixth judicial district
three years 'ago. In addition he
has.

aoiMircul

pensions

of the
widows

mnnv

Vninrlrerls

of

for
deserving . veterans,
Mexican and civil
wars,
and
orphans and at the
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'
rtlana fnr iha
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tuv Pa
Q"V fiuvv
nomination
publican
congressional
this year.
"In addition since he came to New
Mexico ten years ago he has been
Instrumental In bringing several millions of Pittsburg and other Pennsyl
vania
here
for Invest
capital
.,
ment.
To be
sure, he u.iuov...,,
has
been
rather unfortunate In
mining
propositions and in live
1

v

is concerned there are others. The
financial losses of men like himself
nevertheless have had a good effect of
developing the grand natural resources of New Mexico. Certainly the
people of the territory who have benefited should not kick or cavil at this
portion of his history.
"Another point. He has been in

territorial administration of Governor
Curry and the Republican organization and has taken the greatest care
to recommend none but fit and competent citizens for federal office. He has
not endeavored

to be a boss and has

kept carefully out of purely local political matters.
"Last but not least he has become
very popular and well thought of In
all sections of the territory and
istmnofl tn an v cannot oil v en n iha
newly settled and rapidly advancing
sections of eastern New Mexico and in
the rapidly populating counties of
Union, Quay, Guadalupe, Torrance,
Chaves and Roosevelt
"Taking all these matters into con
besideration the Register-Tribunlieves that It would be best for the
Republicans and people of New Mexico to have Delegate W. H. Andrews
nominated and elected for the
to the 61st Congress. We be
lieve that if this happens he will
never take his seat as such for in our
opinion the statehood bill will pass
during the short session and that the
47th star will be added to the flag of
the United States in the shape of New
during the coming year."
I
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li'lo county and Albuquerque politics

la rtnrfomlv
willing to acknowledge this. In dis
cussing a recent editorial in the Citi
zen the New
Mexican hold that
of
the bosses
"unterrlfled
the
Democracy" in Bernalillo county after
they have secured the support of a
simon-purDemocratic dally paper
will put into the field a straight Dem-. i t .. a ;
.
...
.,
ucruuu, legislative auu couuiy uck- ets. The result of the recent city
election in Albuquerque has encour
"ged th.T ? take such action They
111
v,
u
t
1
c
,
,T
wmcu is
oi ine cuy auminiscrauon
Democratic
Democratic, a straight-ou- t
daily evening paper to help them and
Judas like help which will be given
them in the dark by the Albuquer
The Citizen
que morning muckraker.
does not exactly share this opinion
The future will show. Tho Citizen
in i
ls, absolutely correct, however,
sisting that the Republicans of the
county and city get together and support their party nominees with loyIf this should be
alty and unity.
done the chances for Republican success in November next are of the
best, as many Republican voters who
were Inveigled and betrayed into the
good
government league
movement voted for the fusion ticket
in 1906. These have found out their
find inn

j
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Trees have been planted on both
sides of the street on Montezuma and
Don Caspar avenues all the way from
the depots to the Plaza and in a few
years beautifully shaded streets will
point to the traveler the way into
the city. He will thus get quite a
different impression than, he does
day, especially if by that time the
Santa Fe system gives this city a
modern depot building. In the meanwhile, it is not too much to expect
tntannot
that piHzrsns tnlrA ft
,
the trees
jn k
lanted frQm
ham and de8tructloil and in leavlng
nothing undone to bring about the
punishment of such teamsters as the
one who only this week broke down
the boxing around one of the newly
planted trees and destroyed the tree.
Vandalism of that kind is a crime
against the public and whoever is guil
ty of it should be meted out the full
penalty of the law.'

THE DEMOCRATIC OLLA PODRIDA
The situation in the Democratic par- ty in the matter of a candidate for the
is becoming
presidency
decidedly
U11ACU auu bu iuuuu bu mai n is nuiu
to conjecture how its leaders will ex
tricate themselves and their party
from the very mixed condition that
now appears on the surface and will
straighten out the many crooks and
sharp corners which exist among the
leading factions. Many of the great
journals of the country express editorially the opinion' that the Democratic
convention In Denver in July next has
The city government of the Capital
a very hard task before it. The Wash-- .
lngton Post under the heading, "All in has not much money to spend on pub-- a
Muddle," discusses the subject In a iic improvements it Is true, hut with
right convincing and very sensible
w the
j
be
way and Its opinions are certainly 1m- v
va1,MM ,., ,i
presslve and well supported. Says the
win
beTn,
tax collections generally amount to
was
never
"There
before, and prob- withln gJx or seven thousand dollars
ably never will be again, such a mys- - per annum and the fines are but few.
tertous olla podrida as Is now cooking What are five or Bix thousand dollars
In the Democratic kettle. Not only are
salaries, etc., consume
per year?
there many sorts of Democrats, but about twenty-fiv- e
hundred' dollars, so
Democratic solutions are as varied as it can be
seen
that there is no
planiy
Democratic opinions.
chance to splurge. There will1 be no
"There are Democrats who would grumbling and kicking by good
go to certain defeat under the zens if it is found that the new city
lead of William Jennings Bryan than administration will do the best it can
to signal victory under the lead of under the circumstances.
Sidewalks
Culberson or Johnson or Tillman or and sewers must be constructed by
Daniel. This element regards the Gray private property owners and there
and Harmon movements a little short should be no delay towards the extenof treason.
"There are other Democrats who 11c improvements.
not-ann-
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FRANK W. CLANCY
Attorney at Law.
District Attorney for Second Judic
ial District Practices In the District
Court and the Supreme Court of the
Territory; also before the United
States Supreme Court in Washington.
New Mexico.
Albuquerque,

OF SAN TA FE.

...

;

In New Mexico.

Established

In 1870.

JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

A. HUGHE8, Vice President

8urplua and Undivided Profits

Capital Stock, 1160,001.

Tranaeta a general banking business

In all

Loan

branches.

Its

fOSJMM

money on the most favorable terms on an kinds of personal and ool
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestlo

and

and

exchange

foreign

makes telegraphic transfers o? money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate

three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's term. Liberal advances made on conelgnments of live stock and products.. The bank
executea all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and alms to
extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is consistent

of

with safety and the principles of sound banking. 8afety deposit
for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully solicited.

boxes

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

-

0

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

CTHE

HOLT AND SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of

the Territory.
Las Cruces,

.

BAJVIU

Assistant Cashier.

CHA3. F. EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
GEORGE B. BARBER
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Practice in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
PromrA attention given to all business.
New Mexico.
Lincoln County,

;.. r

LEVI

Attorney at Law.
Practice In the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention Iven to all business.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
A. B. RENEHAN
Attorney at Law.
Practices In thr Supreme and Dis
trict Court9. Mining and Land Law
a Specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,

FIRST jATI0jNAL

The oldest banking Institution
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.

E. C. ABBOTT

Washington Avenue

rWVfJ'
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New Mexico,

3. THOMPSON
Attorney at Law.
District Attorney. Eight District,
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero counties
New Mexico
Las Cruces,
MARK

HOTEL

H. M. DOUGHERTY

Attorney at Law.
Practices 1l the Suprem and
trict Courts of the Terrrtory.

RATES 50c and upwards

Hot and Cold "Water Baths, Electric Lighted
Central Location Opposite Plaza.

RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
OPEN DAY AND N16HT
Regular Meals and Short Orders Specialty;

New Mexico

Roswell.

SANTA FE, N. M., 222 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

M'KEAN.

WILLIAM
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Mining and Land Law.
.
New Mexico.

Taos

L. BACA

ROMAN

Real Estate and Mines, 8panlh Trans
lator. Notary Public.
Office Griffin Building, Washington
avenne.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL,

(331

Real Estate and Insurance.
J. B. HAYWARD,
U. 8. Commissioner.
New Mexico,
Morlarty

f,P.UVV

yV

Osteopath.
Palace Avenue.
treats acute and
Successfully
chronic diseases without drugs or
medicines. No charge for consulta
No. 103

tion.
m..
CONY

2--

6

'Phone

p. m.

Through Academic cou-spreparing youu
men for college or for business life. Urea
amount of open air work. Healthies location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
in the beautiful Pecos Valley tho garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow,"durIng session.
Eleven Officers and instructors, all gradu
ates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
bui dings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W.
G, Hamilton, Vice President: J, Phelps Whlte
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W.
q,

.

I
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Flnlay.
For particulars and ilustrated catalogue
.

address.
COL. JAS. W.. WILLSON,

T.BROWN.

Mining Engineer.

Secretary and Treasurer New

ico School of Mines.
Socorro.

Mex

New Mexico

DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.

(Late Territorial Engineer.)
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
and Bridge Building.
New Mexico
Santa Fe.

I.

"A."
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of the Southwest."
Officers
Army
Detallpd by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCIIOOL IN CLASS

'

08TEOPATHY.
OR. CHARLE8 A. WHEELON,

Honrs:

W. HART

Arohlteot
Plana, specifications and supervision.
Address; Rooms 6 and 6 Pioneer Bldg.
New Mezioo.
East Las Vegas
'

NEW MEXICO

"The West Point

& FLEMMING,

RAYWARD

J

e

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican Print
ing Company.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
.

GABLE, Proprietors.

Dis

Nlnta District
National Bank.

First

f

r Hetel Serenade

New Mexico

Attorney
over

Office

Ac

1

&

American and Ettropean Plan. Commodious 8ample Rooms. 8team
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

CATRON & GORTNER.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Catron Blk., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
L. O. FULLEN
Attorney at Law.

District

m&l-SL&iLACOME

HARVIE DUVAL

Attorney at Law.
Land. Mining and Corporation Law
exclusively. Practice in all the Dis
trict Courts ana Supreme Court. Spec
ial attention to perfecting titles and
nreanlzlnff and financing: land and
mining properties.
Office, Laughlln Blk., Santa Fe, N. M

Office. Socorro

in all likelihood. In addition the city
of Albuquerque has grown and from
reports received by this paper the
majority of the new citizens are Republicans who want statehood and appreciate the splendid work that
Delegate Andrews has done for their
city, their county and the territory.
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Superintendent.
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NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

It will positively brino results.
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NEW MEXICO REPORTS
VOLUMENUMBER 13

Notice for Publication.

(Homestead Entry No. 7481.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Just Issued From Press of New Mexican Printing Company Essential
to Every Attorney.

May 2, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Dama-dMontoya, o Santa Fe, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
final five-yea-r
proof In support of his
Homestead Entry No.
claim, viz.:
7181, made April 8, 1903, for the SW
SE
and Lots
NW
NE
5 and 6 of Section 2, Township 16 N,
Range 9 E, and that said proof will
be made before the register and re
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on June
o

4

OJlNTA FIX N. M.

Volume 13, of the reports of cases
argued and determined In the supreme court of New Mexico Is now
ready for distribution among the members of the bar. No law library in New
Mexico is complete without it and to
the practicing attorney it is absolutely
necessary. Justices of the peace, U. S.
commissioners, court officials and all
others
who
in
are
Interested
the interpretation
of
the law,
especially the New Mexico law,
by the highest court of the territory,
should have the volume at their elbow. It is complied by Judge A. J.
Abbott, the supreme court reporter,
and federal attorney for the Pueblo
Indians, and his experience on the
bench, as practicing attorney and as
the author of previous volumes of Reports, assures that volume 13 has been
carefully edited and indexed. The typographical work and binding Is by
the New Mexican Printing company
which is being complimented upon the
fact that it is the best printed and
best bound volume of New Mexico Reports thus far Issued. The price per
volume, $2.70, Is lower than that of
any previous volume. To this 30 cents
should be added for postage, if .volume
is ordered by mall. The edition is limited and orders will be filled in the
sequence of their receipt.

1--

11, 1908.
Ho names

the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of the land, viz.:
Jesus Ortega, Charles Harris, Joe
Rodriguez, and Manuel Rodriguez, all
of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, f6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, English
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50;
Pocket
Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
or
two
$1.25;
Docket,
single,
more books $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75 cents; Compilation Mining
Laws, 50 cents; Money's Digest of New
Mexico Reports, full sheep, $5.50, delivered; full list school blanks.

When your food seems to nauseato
take Kodol. Take Kodol now and until
you know you are right again. There
isn't any doubt about what it will do
and you will find the truth of this
statement verified after you have used
Kodol for a few weeks. It Is sold here
The New Mexican Printing company by The Ireland Pharmacy.
and
has ready and for sale
correct compilations of the territorial
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Incorporation laws, price 75 cents; of Connection made with Automobile
the territorial road laws, price 50
Line at Torrance for Roswell
cents; and of the territorial mining Automobile leaves Torrance for dally.
Ro
laws, price CO cents per copy. These well at 4 a.
Roswell
at
arrives
and
m.,
In
can be purchased by applying
perat 12, noon. Automobile leaves Rosson or by mall at the office of the
well for Torrance at 1 p. in., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
between Santa Fe and Torrance Is
$5.80 and between Torrance and Ros
well, $10.00. Reserve seats on automo
bile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manager Automobile Line.

1LT SERIOUS
FAB-BEACHI-

BLOOD DISORDER

NG

if

tmek

Even in its early stages Catarrh is almost intolerable, caused by the.
taffy feeling in the nose, the buzzing noises in the ears, the continual
'hawking and spitting" difficult breathing, etc. But when the blood
becomes thoroughly polluted from the catarrhal matter, the inflammation
extends to the bronchial tubes, causing hoarseness, and often an aggravating
cough ; the stomach is affected, resulting in dyspepsia, loss of appetite and
gtrength, and gradually all the mucous membranes of the body become diseased and the system upset and deranged. Frequently the kidneys and
bladder are attacked, and the constant passage of impure blood through the
lungs, diseases these important members, and Catarrh terminates in Conblood disease, and must be treated consumption. Catarrh is a
stitutionally, for it is beyond the reach of local treatment. S. S. S. cures
Catarrh by cleansing the blood of all the impure catarrhal matter and at the
same time building up the entire system. It goes down and attacks the
disease at its head, in the circulation, and
removes every trace of the impurity that is
causing the trouble. Then as rich, pure
blood circulates through the body, the inflamed membranes coimneuce to heal, the
mucous discharges grow less and finally
PURELY VEGETABLE cease, and all the disagreeable and disgusting
symptoms of Catarrh disappear. S. S. S. has
no equal as a cure for this disease. It refines and purifies the entire circulation
and repairs the damage done by Catarrh. Special book on Catarrh and any
letlical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.'
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stripes

Flag Day This Year Will Fall On June
14th and Will Be Celebrated on

The Mining World has the following notes on Now Mexico in Its most
recent, issue:
Otero County.
The most important strike of the
week has been made In the Orogrando
district In the Delusion mine, owned
and operatod by E. D. Baker. This
new strike was made in the new tunnel, which is less than 100 feet, north
of the main tunnH, where a good tonnage has already been broken and
sent to the smelter at a decided profit. This new tunnel is in loss than 25
feet, wfth a breast of about C feet of
high grade chipping ore, which is rap
idly widening. A sample taken from
various points across this breast and
assayed In El Paso showed 12 percent
copper, $2.70 gold and 1.40 ounces

June
The American

15th.

Flag Association,

n

patriotic organization with headquarter) in Washington, the object of which
Is to promote reverence for and prevent the desecration of the American
flag, calls attention to the fact that
Sunday, June 14th, will be the 131th
anniversary of the adoption of thtStars and Stripes as tho flag of the
United States, and that Flag Day will
be celebrated this year on Monday.
June lfith. It urges the proper observ-
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STUDY THE MAP.
The natural point on the new A. T. & S. F. Cut-Ofor the distribution of
freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route to the
East and West ,and direct communication with all points in the Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut-Of- f
is open. Surrounded by a fine farming country. The purest water In New Mexico. The
geographical center of Torrance county and of New Mexico. The water
S. F. short line through New Mexico, Willard It
point on the great A. T.
a growing town. Willard will make a city. Study the map. For Information
call or address
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE,. .
Willard, New Mexico.
ff

ance of the day.
On the 14th day of June, 1777, Congress enacted: "That the flag of the
thirteen stripes, alternate red and
white; that the Union be thirteen
stars, white, in a blue field, represent-It is worthy of note that through
ing a now constellation." The num-out the trying financial times, which ber of the
stripes having ben in- are still lingering with some of the creased
new
of
by the admission
mining camps, the Slver Hill passed Rffltes (ho nossltilllt'en nf the nation's
through the hard times without one
a-fl.WnmMl
i,r,n th!
single shutdown. The camp has stead- - !country s fntlwPSi Pjd the orlg.r.a,
uy increased us wonung iorce ana thirteen stripes were unchangeably
Insist upon DeWltt's Witch Hazel broadened the development field.
Ust,)rffi hv m nf fonrreaa ,." At.rii
Numerous new leases have heeu 4.,S1S whfin ,, WftS finactw1. .Thftt
for
Salve.
Is
It
good
piles.
especially
for Peats and Ameii.
made during the past few days. frnm nm, ftftpr thA f,11IPth a . nf Tll!v
can Wall Paper Co. Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
Among these is one made by UubyL- .- 1hp fl
of thp TTn,t,d st.,M b'
and Taylor of the Lincoln property, thirteen horizontal
VISITING CARDS.
stripes, alternate
All The Newest Desips.
whItfl. thftt the unIoi betwnn- Engraved cards de viste and wed located at the end of the railway spur,
ding invitations a specialty at the New and which is considered one of the ty gtars whItfi in a blue flel(1 an(J
Mexican printing office.
properties of the cnp.'that on tne admiwlon 0f a naw state
Any one ' promising
...
LORENZO AND DIGNEO. standing In need of such will do well mtwo cars ui oio tnuvo vuwi wini w iiuh lnto the union, one star be added to
to call at this office and examine sam smelter and another is ready for ship- - the unlon of the ttag. and gu0;l a(ldl.
ment- ples, style of work and prices.
tion take effect on tho fourth day of
Messrs. Dawson, Ryan and Hore July next, succeeding such admis-havwhich slon." Since, 1818, twenty stars or
leased tho
For a burn or scald apply ChamBeeh berlain's Salve. It will allay the pain adjoins the Lincoln on the west side sovereign states have been added to 8
Famous
in all.
almost instantly and quickly heal the ' of the slope of the hill. This firm has the union, making forty-fiv- e
nwA
n nM14AM
ha...o W .V
U1IU
III iwu VCU
IUO BLUUltOl,
Since the struggle of 18GM865, the
Injured parts. For sale by all druggists acui t.,
Is now waiting returns on same, with flag has become the symbol of a mighSole Agent for
the ty nation. It has been carried to ihe
th expectation of Increasing
The New Mexican can do printing
show utmost parts of the earth, carrying
values
will
force
if
the
working
BEER
LENIP'S ST. LOUIS
equal to that done in any of the large the
right kind of a margin.
liberty wherever It has beeu thrown
Our solicitor: Every piece of
cities.
to the breeze. Americans cannot fall
And All Kinds of Mineral Waters. ,
the
and
Downs
are
Culver
pushing
work we turn out. Try our stock once
of a feeling of pride and satisfaction,
Alice.
main
The
on
has
shaft
work
the
and you will certainly come again. We
nor
restrain the swelling or patriotsm
from
to
350
level
foot
the
have all the facilities for turning out been sunk
in
the
:
breast, when they contrast the
crosscut.
a
is
dike
which
Any Flavor you Doslre
being
point
FALSTAIT BOTTLED BEEB.
every class of work, including one of
in far distant land! of thoir's
meaning,
Is
who
Mr.
manager,
Culver,
general
A
ANY
OrcUri
Mail
FROM
PINT
In
the
binderies
UP.
best
the West
QUANTITY
Ordtrt Filled lor Any Amount.
states he is confident the vein matter and the other flags displayed togeth
will Receive Prompt Attention.
will be cut within the next ten or fif- er.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers are teen feet. A good vein was cut through The stars and stripes, within the re
Phone 38
small, safe, sure and gentle little pills. at 105 feet, but tho owners decided cent past, have come to possess new
Santa ft, N.
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
ami new ter WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
Vontezuma Anenua.
:
SAINTA
IN.M
they were not deep enough to get get beauty for friendly eyes
into the best class of ore and there- ror for the foes of liberty.
fore went down with the shaft until
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
the present level was reached. This The Most Common Cause of Suffering
firm has also opened up a good body
Rheumatism causes more pain and call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
of shipping ore in the tunnel on the suffering than any other disease for
Jem, the vein matter of which Is 12 the reason that It is the most common
to 15 feet wide and assays as high as of all Ills, and It is certainly gratifya ton.
$27
W7
Fmnolscp Strati
ing to sufferers to know that Cham
ZMESSBM
This season will undoubtedly see a berlain's Pain Balm will afford relief
number of splendid producers opened, and make rest and sleep possible. In
for never before was there bo much many cases the relief from pain which
legitimate development work going on Is at first temporary, has become per
and never have the values shown up manent, while h old people subject
so well. The smelter continue to turn to chronic rheumatism, often brought
out
car after car of high grade matte. on by dampness or changes In the
and
Linen
Feather
Draw
lanketa, Baskets, Wax,
Werk,
Grant County.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Qems.
weather, a permanent cure cannot be
OUR MOTTO: T Have ths Best of Everything In Our Lin.
The Sliver City Enterprise says:
expected; the relief from pain which
this liniment affords Is alone worth
The crosscut on the Eighty-Fir- e
mine, where rich ore was struck late- many times its cost. 25 and !0 cent
ly, has now been pushed in some ten sizes for sale by all druggists.
feet, and still Is In high grade ore,
says tho Lordsburg Liberal. The wise
men, who can look far into the rock, FACES ANOTHER
think
that the vein will be about twenty-floTERM IN PRISON
'est alkalin Hot Springs in the world.
These celebrated Hot Springs are
feet wide at this point. They
cated in the midst of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of these waters has ive
miles west of been thoroughly tested by the mirac also think that the strike was made Dionlcio Sisneros Held to Await the
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
near the top of the high grade ore, Action of San
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa ulous cures attested to in the followMiguel County Grand
and there will not be much of this ore
from
about
miles
twelve
and
diseases:.
on Serious Charge.
Rheumatism
Fe,
ing
Paralysis,
Jury
to stope, although there Is plenty of
Station, on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's Disease
Grande Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur-jia- l good ore above this point. They point
Las Vegas, N. M., May 11. Dionl
out that the great body of rich ore is cio Sisneros
and Vicente, Trujillo were
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
The temperature of these waters, is Grippe, all Female Complaints,
etc. below, not above the strike. Wherever- arraigned Saturday afternoon before
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per It Is ti is a safe bet that the EightyThe kind that grows with your library
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month. Five management will find it and getjtte charge of aBBaulttokIU and 'tne
that
that will fit practically any space
very dry and delightful the entire year .Stage meets Denver trains and waits
Mine led
nt the
h hfi
round. There Is now a commodious ho- for Santa Fe train upon request. This Captallsts Visit Little Fannie
can be moved one unit at a time by one
A party of capitalists consisting of naenlt'
mai,a hv stanprna withnt
tel for the convenience of Invalids and resort is attractive at all seasons and
and
Nichols
A.
WlUam
James
Barber,
nnA t1int hA AA .t sir,k
hla
person without disturbing the books that Is
tourists. People suffering from Con- is open all winter. Passengers for Ojo
..
wuiiam
passea
Jr
unims,
inrougn JohQ gw
As he has turned
sumption, cancer, and other contagi- .Callente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
not
ous diseases, are not accepted. These and reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m., the the city Saturday on their way to
V,denC(, the ch
w,
roller-bearin-g
bookcase made. Fitted with non-bindin- g,
gollon to Inspect the Little
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alka- same day. For further particulars
d
t h(m
and other mining property in that dig.
line salts to the gallon, being the rich- Slsneros waH bound over to awalt
doors; base units furnished with or without
trlct. All are prominent New York the
d jury nd ,t ,g
of
the
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
financiers and I. their vslt means con- - the
geaeral Q mioQ that ,t w1 mean
slderable to the Mogollon district.
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
for him a long term in the penitenwas
He
at
Fe.
Santa
OJo Callente, Taos County, ff. M
recently
tiary
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
released from that institution having
Whooping Cough.
views showing arrang&roeQt lojibrary .parlor,
"In February our daughter had the been sent up from this county for
Hart-lanmurder committed while he was a
whooping cough. Mr. Lane, of
Chamberlain's member of the notorious Sllva gang.
recommended
New Mexican Printing Company
Remedy, and said it gave his
Sweeney is recoverylng rapidly
PICTURES AND FRAMING Cough
local
We
alagents, Santa Pa. New Mexico.
from
of
satisfaction.
best
customers
the
the effects of the assault and
We make a specialty of DBVBLOPINQ, PRINT-INfound It as he said, and can recom- though hla head Is heavily bandaged,
and BNLARQING. Mall Orders Given Prompt mend it to anyone having children he Is able to be on the streets.
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
troubled with whooping cough," says
HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
Mrs. A. Ooss, of Durand, Mich. For
Subscribe for the Dally New
610 A. Broadway, Lai Angslss, Calif.
and get the news.
sale by all druggists.
1
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CO.
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120 San Francisco St.
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I Call up 132 Black for Carriages,
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HENRY KRICK
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SODA WATER,
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Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
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Indian anil Peiicao Hares

aao Curios

0J0 CALlEfiTE fjOT SPRINGS.
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Bar-anc-
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

etc

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
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office.

Geniton $2.50
per Box
ee
Wine Sap 2.00 to $2.50
Ben Davis 2.25
2.25
Gano
Huntsman 2.50
1.50 to 1.75
Other at

Winters Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
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Coruer Washington & Palace Aves

Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo
Chaves returned yesterday morning
from a ten days' official visit to Ros-welMr. Chaves says that the crops
in the vicinity of Roswell in Chaves
county are looking fine and the fruit
crop especially is in good shape and
a large yield is expected.
Robert C. Cooper, of Washington,
who was sent here by the interior department to assist Territorial Engineer Sullivan with the hydrographic
surveys of the various territorial
streams, and who has been spending
a few days in the Capital, leaves to
night to assist in the survey of the
Rio Mimbres and Gila rivers.
Mounted Police Page B. Otero re
turned Saturday afternoon from Hillsboro bringing with him to the penitentiary Alma Lyons and Mrs. Valen- tina Madrid, who were taken there
to testify In the district court before
Judge Parker, against Fe..pe Baca an
alleged accomplice of the two women
in the murder of the husband of the
Madrid woman.
Dr. J. O. Conoway, of Farmington,
arrived in the city Saturday evening
and registered at the Normandie. Dr.
Conoway left last night for El Paso,
Texas, where he is interested in cotton lands. After a few days visit
in Texas the doctor will go to his
former home at Des Moines, Iowa, on
business and for pleasure. In Iowa
l.

Cough Caution

Positive Cure For

n. Runyon
Mo. 'writes:

I
used&iowLlnimentand

Stan-berr-

I,"

can't

say enough for it, for Rheumatism and all pains. It is
the most useful medicine to
have in the house."
Three Sizes 25c, 50c, $1.00

TO OPEN THE SPRING SEASON
There will be a

V- -

during the monlh of April. Come and convince yourself.

IV

o

trouble to show goods.

ADOLF SELIGljAJi

i

Boi

P. O.

tie Luding Drj Goods Hoqsi

Century

-f- t-

219.

Id

lit

City.

Phone No. 86.

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER

DRUG

STORE.

Dr. Conoway will stay at least a
month.
Rev. J. W. rurcell. pastor of the

First Presbyterian church, returnnJ
Saturday evening from Stanley where
wnt to look after a homestead he
lie
has three miles from that
was accompanied on the trip by Mr
Purcell. Rev. Puruell has one of the
finest claims in that vicinity. He has

LAWN AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
Ball bearing

Lawn mowers. Grass Catchers,
Something Mew in Lawn Sprinklers. Garden Hose.
Hose Reels, Lawn Rakes. Fruit SPrayers.

h-- s

built a comfortable ucuse on it end
has Dart of the land imdar cultivation
His family will go dowu to live on vhe
claim in a few weeks.
(Continued On Page Eight.)

STANLEY NOTES
Correspondence of the New
Mexican.)
Stanley, N. M., May 11. A number
of homeseekera from Texas and other points arrived in this vicinity last
week. Several bought relinquishments
and some bought town lots.
Every
homeseeker came here with an Intention of making his permanent home
In the valley.
A very Interesting baseball
game
was played esyterday afternoon be
tween the local team and a nine from
Morlarty. The final score being 10 to
5 in favor of the visitors. About fifty
fans from the neighboring towns ac
companied the Morlarty team here
and saw them win the honors.
The crops are coming up in fine
shape. There has been occasional
showers and the ground is moist and
with favorable weather from now on
thia vicinity will reap a beautiful harvest.
The business men and citizens of
Stanley are preparng to give a royal
reception to the Santa Feans who are
expected to arrive here Thursday
Almorning on the trade excursion.
though the special train will not make
over a thirty minute stop here the citi
zens of Stanley will show the visitors
tha tthey are boosters. Their hearts
are In the right place for the Santa
Feans, if they will meet the local people half way.
(Special

Field and Garden Seed.
Spading Forks. Rakes and Shovels.
AlaskaRefrigerators and Ice Cream Freezers,
Screen Doors and Windows,
Hammocks, Croquet sets.

AGENTS VICTOR SPORTING GOODS
The

fyst

Ph,T

Complete Line of fjardware in the City.

Sanitary Plumbing our Motto.

HDW.

WOOD-DAVI- S

CO.

iji

CALL

Ap SEE

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Bargain Week.

Jewelry, Silverware,

"The Racket" Store offers some big
bargains this week in corsets. A big
sample line bought at bargain prlceB
and sold accordingly from 16c to 75c.
The New Mexican Printing company
is prepared to furnish cards de viste
for ladies and for gentlemen on short
notice In first class style at reasonable prices, either engraved or printed. Call in the New Mexican Printing
company.

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and 1 eather Ebony
China,

Goods.

3. apilZ

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

Headquarters for wedding cards and
announcements, at the New Mexican
Printing company, Santa Fe.

Herer. positively MWpoUonroOTlonn. Ifroo
ooueh even from a ilmpl ooldonlr youibouM
lwajri heal, soothe, and eM the Irritated bra,
ehial tubes. Dont blindly lappreii It with a
itupefylnf poiaon. H'i itrann how mat thini
lnally come about. For twenty yean Dr. Shoop
ha constantly warned people not to take cough
mixtures or prescriptions containing Opium,
Chloroform, or similar poisons. And now a little PREPARED INSTANTLY. Simply add boileM
late
layi "Put It on the label. ing water, cool and serve. 10c per package at
U poisons are In your Cough Mixture." Good I all grocers. 7 flavors. Refuse all substitutes.
Verj good Here after lor thlarery reasonmothen,
and others, should Insist on having Dr. Shoop' s
Cough Core. No poison marks on Dr. Snoop's
labels end none in the medicine, else It must by
law be on the label. And It's not only salt, but It
Mil
Is said to be by those that know It best, a truly remarkable cough remedy. Take nochanoe then,
particularly with your children. Insist on ha ring
Dr. Bboop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the
Dr. Shoop package with others and not the
Not a
of last season's
difference. No poison marks there I Ton cm
over. So you
always be en the safe side by demanding
to
work
goods

New and
Everything Stylish up

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE. Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Blook,
F, N. M.

A.

AV

linery.

scrap

OF EVERY LINE OF GOODS

H

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

1

I

for

y,

have

though-Congr-

I

Compare our Goods and Prices.

SHE KNOWS.
Mrs. C.

the

r

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Rheumatism, Cuts, Old Sores,
Sprains, Wounds, Stiff Joints,
Corns, Bunions and all Ills.

i

M5

General Merchandise

BALLARD'S

FOR TAILOR MADE SUITS

$22.50

Retail

&

wife will always

lADE DEPARTFJEfiT

$17.50

Co

careful

A

to-d- o
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INCORPORATED 1903

1856

Wholesale

-
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Selkman Bros

of Espanola is

R. Lopez of
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MONDAY,

ESTABLISHED

A. Mennet, Sr., a traveling man of
Las Vegas, visited Santa Fe merchants today. Ho was a guest at the Pal
nee.
Territorial Auditor Wilnam G. Sar
returned home Saturday from El
"taJ
gent
''-IJ
Hito where ho went on official busl
I V.;
noss.
Mrs. W. M. Moody, wife of a wellland owner near Rlnconado, was
a guest at the Claire today. She came
on a shopping tour.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall
of the United States Indian Training
School, went to Albuquerque yester
day on official business.
IT. F. Stephens, draughtsman In the
surveyor general's ipfllce spent Satur
day afternoon and yesterday in the
Duke City on business.
me following Stanley folks were
visitors in the Capital yesterday and
were guests at the Normandie: C. O.
Camp, D. L. Groce and W. C. Asher.
A. J. Fischer, secretary of the New
Mexico Pharmacy Hoard, is at Las
NOT ONE HAN IN A THOUSAND
Vegas, attending a meeting of the
We have the assurance to say th .t we do not believe that there Is
board. lie will likely return home tO'
ONE MAN IN A THOUSAND
morrow.
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the terri
that we cannot please with our clothing and satisfy with our prices.
torial mouuted police returned yester
It's simply a combination of excellent clothing and reasonable prices
:J
day from Hillsboro where he attend
that attracts so many men to this store.
ed court, which is now In session there
We are never satisfied with anything but
for Sierra county.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero
of Las Vegas, was among last night's
guests at the Claire. He was enroute
Best of Haberdashers,
The Best of Clothes,
to the Estancia Valley where he has
the Best of Hats
extensive lumber Interests.
C. O. Camp, a young farmer from
can always be found here and with every sale goes our guarantee of
near Stanley, arrived in the city last
M0EY BACK IF YOU WANT IT
night and transacted business at the
Can you do better than to come here for your olothes?
U. S. land office this morning.
He
had a room at the Normandie.
SALMON.
NATHAN
4050 Samples to Select from
O. A. Larrazolo of Las Vegas, pros
pective candidate for delegate of the
Democratic party, hobnobbed
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
with
Democratic politicians in the Capital
MONEY TO LOAN
today. He was a guest at the Claire.
Frank M. Murphy of Prescott, Ari
On notes, diamonds and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
zona,
president of the First National
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates are
Bank in that city and president of the
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix rail
road, went East yesterday in his private car, enroute to Chicago.
at SALMON Store.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan left today ior Lincoln and Cha
ves counties where he will look after
the hydrographical survey of the Hon
do river. Mr. Sullivan wih be absent
from the capital about a week or ten
Phone 108.
Phono 108.
days.
store
in
Santa
The largest and the only
Dr. Robert Smart, formerly of Chicago, has been granted a temporary license to practice medicine in New
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Bindino Mexico, which is gooff until the next
call on the New Mesican Printing Company.
general meeting of the Territorial
Board of Health. He will likely locate
in Albuquerque.
General Manager James E. Hurley,
of the Santa Fe system, with headquarters in Topeka, spent yesterday
and today in Albuquerque on railroad
business. Mr. Hurley is a hustler and
looks carefully after the duties of his

TAILOR

&

SPERSONAL MENTION
Mrs. J, L. Lucero

ill

N.

ana

the guest of Mrs.
this week.

f

FES.

Dr. Shoop's

Cough Cure
THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

sure to get all new
and pretty things for Easter
will be

at

THE MUTUAL

&

INCORPORATED
Become a member

Mrs. J. P. LYING.
Plaza. Santa Fe, N,

M.

L0AJ ASSOCIATION

of Santa Fe, Jf.

v,

South Side

BUILDING

J. P.

.

1887

at any time.. Continuous Series

OHA8 HASPBIiMATH,
VICTORY, Solicitor,

of Stock,

An ideal wayjto

President.
R.

J. CRIOHTON Secretary.
Room U
Laoghlla Blook,

l
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Weather

A

letter addressed

to

Begins the

these dimes and nickels will
many days
your
grow into a good large sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.

plete stock of fine poles,
choice flies excellent lines
dependable reels, and no
velty canvas and wicker
baskets ever shown in
Santa Fe.They are reason
able too. Note the east
window and drop In and
see the tin ?, its fine CZH

"

thA

.

TJLXT

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALLTHIS?

1

ALABASTINE

""l

'1

Why it just means making a man of you.
Making you free to do. as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contented.

"Vv

for Plain and Decorative
Wall Coating. A Beaut!
Durable..
ful, Sanitary,
Inexpensive Wall Finish.
Mixed in Cold Water and easily applied by
anyone with flat wall brush.'

'

G

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.
THE UNITED
s

4

STATES

BANK

AND

TRUST COMPANY

f

percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

1

1

TOU HIT THE RIGHT FEED

FRIST-CLAS-

S

establishment

FLOUR AND FEED.

waived examination and is now in jail
in Lincoln county.
Hallie George Fitzhugh, the
We have a nice line of novelties
son of Mrs. R. W. Fitzhugh living
on College street, died this morning very suitable for wedding or birth- after a brief Illness. The funeral was ay presents. Solid Sterling and
held this afternoon and burial was in Plated Silver Ware. Fine hand
'cd china, Japanese china and silk
cemetery.
Mexican drawn work, consist-dnc- t
The Democratic primary for
'
No. 17 will be held at Castillo's Ing of very handsome patterns and
shop Thursday night, May 14th. signs In dollies, table scarfs, in many
Five delegates to the county convm-- ' sizes, bod spreads, shirt waists and
tion to be held in this city at the suits worked on finest handkerchief
court house on Saturday, May 16th, linen. All at "Racker" prices.
will be elected.
NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
The Perez band now numbers sixteen members and of late is furnishFo
ing much better music. Twenty dol- To the Stockholders of the Santa
Park Association.
lars worth of newmusic has been reNotice Is hereby given that a meetceived and the public is promised
of the stockholders of the Santa
fuIn
near
ing
the
some of the latest airs
ture. The band is deserving of liberal Fe Park Association will be held at
the office of the Santa Fe Water and
support,
During the wast week there were Light company, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
issued at the local postofflce 157 mon- - on Tuesday May 12th, 1908, at 7:30
ey orders ; amounting to $1,029.78; p. m., for the purpose of electing the
there were paid 139 money orders officers and board of directors of said
and
amounting to $1,769.52 and there were association for the ensuing year,
received $1,395 money order surplus, for the transaction or any otner uusiness.
from other offices, making a total of
JAMES B. READ.
$4,194.30.
Secretary.
S. B. Grlmshaw, assistant to the
president of the Santa Fe Central railway, received a telegram today from
MOTHER CRAY'S

Those who have dealt with us don't
hare to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain un
If you are one of these the agent at Estancia stating that the
acquainted.
you should give us a trial order at entire population of Estancia and vicinity will be at the station to greet
one.
the excursion train from Santa Fe
Sols Agency For
next Thursday.
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
David M. Gonzales has resigned the
position of fireman which he has held
at the Federal building for sometime
past and has accepted a more lucraWholesale ana" Retail Dealers in
tive and Important place at the terHAY, GRAIN, POTATOE8, 8ALT AND 8EEDS.
ritorial penitentiary, having been apTHE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEX.,
pointed thereto by Captain John W.
Green the superintendent.
Of late there have been several letters received in the editorial office
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding of the New Mexican concerning city
affairs and discussing such but which
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
have not been signed with the real
name of the writer. Anonymous communications cannot be published no
matter on what subject. Writers
must give their name as a guarantee
of good faith and their names will
not be given away.
Very impressive and beautiful confirmation services were held in Guadalupe church yesterday morning by
Bishop J. B. PItaval, assisted by the
Reverend Father Basset and the Reverend Father Alberto. About ninety
children received the holy communion.
The church was decorted with flowers.
The attendance was one of the largest in the history of this church and
every available seat was occupied and
many people stood outside during the
entire service, which commenced at

LEOHERSCH

The kind that grows with your library
that will fit practically any space
that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that Is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
bookcase made. Fitted with
roller
units
base
furnished
with
or
without
doors;
bearing
drawers; and all made in a varLty of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views snowing arranfieraeoi in Horary .parior, etc.
non-bindin- g,

9:30 a. m. and closed at noon.
The weather yesterday forenoon
was clear, and pleasant with scarcely
a cloud visible. The afternoon was
cloudy and threatening with frequent
peals of thunder' between 2 and 5
p. m. Only a sprinkle of rain fell in
Santa Fe as the storm passed west
and north of the city. The storm was
apparently quite heavy over the Rio

SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
A Oertnin Once for KoverlMlnifs
CoiiHtipntion.
ll;nliii;li'.
'IVcilnna
sioiiiui'li TroublcM.

THE

PACKAGE-

-

gell Furniture.

We

Phone No, 83.

c7Vlail Orders Solicited

Everything in Hardware.

THE IRELAND PHARMACY
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
A Full Line of

ami
IMftordl-rH- ,
Break l 'i.i-u- .
Mother Gray. WoriUM. They nil
DruinrisiS
At
Nurmin Child- - in U4 lumri.
(Sample mailed KRKK. AcldruM.
rail's Hume,
If.
Naw York City. A. S. OLMSTED. URoy. N

''' !

fsrfy Just

fjUYLERS'

Arrived,

NIGHT CALLS ANSWERED.

H.S. KftUtlE SCO.

Furnittire Company.
Just received a handsome line of

JUST RECEIVED

A

Mission Furniture in sets
and single pieces; also Brass and Iron Beds of Latest Pattern.

EMBALMING

Fresh lot of

JVcw

BiicMesii

AND

UNDERTAKING

York

A SPECIALTY.

Flour

306--

San

8

Night

f ranclsco

Call

St 'Phone 10
'Pnone No I

In 10 pound Sacks or
in Bulk

diamonds
Also have a fine line of

Pjaple Sorghum
and other fancy

h. Q YONT7yATCHES
l.xiibbQt-a.x-

RIGHT PRICES

TABLE SYRUPS

right

GOODS

RIGHT SERVICE

of

MEXICAN FILIGREE
JEWELERY- -

Eyoa ToaUd and

pitted by Upto-

CUT GLA8S CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
346 San Franclaco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

A.

n. Dettolbae

Eg

EVERY jjVENlNQ

t

8
Primrose Butte
NONE BETTER.

Change of Program every

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

Mexican

H.

S. KAUIIE & GO.

AND FRIDAY.
AomlMlon

10e
20o

fUurvtd Section ........
Opn at 7 O'clock; Porformanoo
at Tilt and 8:W O'clock.

Doom

-

an

OPERA HIJUIilF

Printing Company.
Local agents, Santa Fe. N. M.

Mew

COLOR CARDS FREE.

Pre-'good-

Line.

CHAS. OLOSSOM.
when you strike this
we handle nothing but

Sole Sales Agents for

Santa Fe, and Can Save you Money.

paint-Fairvle-

9

NO.

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

We are

Wedding Hints
at the Racket

LIVERY STABLE
CALL UP 'PHONE

the
AUE,th
most com

WE

Southeant Corner Plaza,

:Vhe

n...

life! and

Inst.

15

AR2 YOU READY FOR IT?

yesterday' Gl.ande vall
)0 the west ail(i"orth.
the
Palaco 9; at
0CCUITpd earIy
hi
Froozillg
temi,erat(ire
Nomandle 3S this
5 nC rn6
of
morning and a light deposit
.
,
frost was observed in spots,
Supervisor Ross McMillan, ab, no fu,.ther ,nju
Veeetitlon
Q
who has been ill for several days at
resulted Th(J mnxlmum temperature
?
la!JmprV-reBtertay was CO degrees at 12:55 p.
v
ihiu io huiu iu ui; uuc again.
was
The following birth certificate has ni., and the minimum temperature
34 degrees at 5 a. m. The mean tembeen filed in the office of Probate
was 47 degrees. The departClerk George W. Armijo:
A boy to perature
from
ure
normal was eight degrees.
Mr. and Mrs. Roman Ortega, of pre
The
relative
humidity at 6 a. m., yes- cinct 3, born April 18
A license to marry was issued this
hu- per cent.
average
morning by Probate Clerk George W. mttlhr
ffri 4Virt An; rttnc
nnnf
'
Armijo to Harvey Howard Dorraan,'""
temperature during last
m
is
was 30 degrees. The tempera
night
enbach, age 28, both of Santa Fe.
36 degrees.
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo is- ture at a. m., today was
The
maximum
temperature
Saturday
sued a marriage license Saturday afternoon to Encarnacion Romero, age was 61 degrees at 4:30 p. m., and the
minimum temperature was 40 degrees
32, of Agua Fria, and Esqulpula Ribe- at 5 a. m. The mean temperature was
ra, age 26, of Culluamungue,
T!le relatl0vQe hurald'ty a
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, Royal Arch
o desref;
iinv nonr anil
Masons, will hold Us regular monthly
C p. m., 15
cent.
at
The
average
per
convocation this evening at Masonic
relative humidity for Saturday was
hall at 7:30 o'clock.
Visiting .com- 22
per cent.
panions are cordially invited to be
present.
, .
(Continued on Page Eight.) ...
Campbell Glover, of Roswell, who
was recently arrested for arson by u
F. Avert and Fred Higgins of the
territorial mounted police force, has
w'AIrlVoalf nlt

FISHING SEASON

MISS. A. MUGl ER

Mr.

Chas.
P. Laughlin, Po. Box 41, Silver City,
N. Mex., Is hold at the local postofflce
for postage.

If you are thrifty, you have some of your money left over.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it.
What if it does only amount
to a few dimes or nickels a day- - there are going to be a great

4 THE

Special low prices will be
made on all Body Hats,
Muslin Bonnets, Stamped
Linen and Pillow Tops.

forecast

for New
Mexico: Partly, cloudy tonight
and Tuesday,
with wanner
weather tonight.

Habit

PAGE FIV1

M.1

LADIES

(minor citytopics)

The 'having

in

FES

'PHONE 28.

The Valley Ranch.
The most beautiful location on the most beautiful
river (The Pecc3) in New Mexico. Weather warm, dry and
delightful. Can accommodate a limited number of guests.

Out

of Doors Life

Horse back riding and driving Fishing (after May
hunting, and camping. A big ranch in full operation.

Address The Valley Ranch.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

IB)
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Santa Fe Central

Pail-wa- y

Company

Effective Thursday, April

aE

3

30, 1908.

North Bound

8outU Bound

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palace.
ThomaB Ackerman, Washington, D.
C; Mrs. Jessie E. M. Howe, El Paso;
A. P. Johnson, Denver; David Grans-feld- ,
New York City; F. M. Hedges,
Denver; A. Mennot, Sr., Las Vegas;
F. J. Audette, Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
A. B. McGaffey, Albuquerque; Georgo
Austin, Pueblo, Colorado.
Claire.
O. A. Larrazolo, Las Vegas; A. N.
Cutting, Denver; Mrs. W. M. Woody,
Rlnconado;
Eugenlo Romero, Las
Vegas; Julian R. Garcia, Las Vegas;
H. D. Reynolds and wife, Shawnee, Oklahoma; Ben B. Cobler, Baltimore.
Normandle.
Roy I. Clark, East Jordan, Michi
gan; Evan Powell, Globe, Arizona; M.
C. Wilborn and wife,
Osawatomle,
Kansas; B. C. Sims, Osawatomlo, Kan-sas- ;
E.
F. M. Hedges, Denver; C.
Butts, Florence, Kansas; J. O. Cono-waM. D., Farmlngton; J. F. Strand,
H. J. Ortwine, Amarlllo;
El Paso;
Bert Herbert, Kansas City; Edellne
Taston, New York City; C. O. Camp,
Stanley; D. L. Grace, Stanley; W. C.
Asber, Stanley; F. B. Lyan, Raton;
A.
Charles McConnel, Albuquerque;
W. Reivers, Denver.
Coronado.
Victor Ulebaln, Albuquerque; James
M. Wiley, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.

MONDAY,

DOING THEIR DUTY.

MAY 11, 1908.

SOCIETIES

FRATERNAL

DOING THEIR DUTY.
Scores of Santa Fe Readers Are
Learning the Duty of the
Kidneys.
To filter the blood is the kidney's
duty.
When they fall to do this the kidneys are sick.
Backache and many kidney Ills

MASONIC.

4
4

m

--

Montezuma

No.

Lodge

1, A. P. & A. M. Regu-

lar communication

first

Monday of each month
Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
N.

L

KING, W. M.

Urinary trouble, diabetes.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Stations
Doan's Kidney Pills cure them all.
M11oNo2
No 1 Ml,
Santa Fe people endorse our claim.
Santa Fo Arr 115 71 6E 26 p
12 GO p!
Lve...
Santa Fe Chaptet, No.
.13 I)
" .. ..Kennedy..
9
M. S. Zimmerman,
Mrs.
living at
1 65 D
R. A. M. Regu91 4 10
1,
"
r - t
74
i
p
i
2 64 p
Stanley.331 San Francisco street, Santa Fe,
i
i
C3 3 3 27 p
"
Morla ty,
3 27 p
convocation
lar
second
"
65 1 3 02 p
Mcintosh
3 SI p
6ays: "I have an exceedingly good
of each month
47 2 2 38 p
Monday
4 14 D
,! .. .Estancla..
Pills.
Doan's
My
Kidney
opinion of
47 2 1 38 p
6 16 p
at Masonic Hall at
35 7; 1 03 I)
; ....WlUlard..
5 50 p
ihlgh estimation is oaseu on personal
16
11
7:30 p. m.
u
0
A it.. Torrance... ,Lve
7 36 p
benefit
they
knowledge of the great
6. 8PITZ, H. P.
have given a number of my friends ARTHUR
SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
and steamship
and acquaintances. Those who suffer
Freight,
consult
will
from kidney complaint
business.
Santa Fe Commandery
Pullman berths secured by wire.
their own interest Ty giving Doan's
No. 1, K. T. Regular
with
Santa
At
Fe,
Connections:
Kidney Pills a trial."
conclave second SaturI
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
day in each month at
RailFoster-Mllburn
&
Fe
Santa
Co., Buffalo, Masonic
cents.
Atchison, Topeka
Hall
7:30 p. m.
at
ToNew York, solo agents for the United
way. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
C. J CRANDALL, E. C.
TorStates.
peka & Santa Fe Railway. At
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
Remember the name Doan's and
rance with El Paso & Southwestern
tako no other.
System.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
S. B. GRIM SHAW,
14th degree, Ancieiit and Accepted
General Freight and Passenger Agent.
TIME TABLEALL LINES. Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
in tha evening in
Com- at 7:30 o'clock
Fe
Santa
and
Leaving
Entering
side of Plaza.
Masonic
south
Hall,
piled According to Schedule
Masons are corRite
Scottish
In
Visiting
Effect.
Now
of
Trains
Bad Attack of Dysentery Cured.
dially Invited to attend.
"An honored citizen of this town
Venerable Master.
,
CENTRAL.
FE
SANTA
was suffering from a severe attack of
A. WHEELON, 32,
CHARLES
Fe
Santa
1.
leaves
Southbound
No
dysentery. He told a f tend it he could
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
obtain a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, 12:50 p. m.
oF
Secretary,
Santa
' Diarrhoea
arrives
No.
2,Northbound
Cholera and
Remedy, ho
m.
6:25
p.
havfelt confident of being cured, he
I. O. O. F.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
ing used this remedy In the West. He
Santa
426
leaves
Eastbound
No.
was told that I kept it in stock and
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I.O. O. F.,
lost no time in obtaining it, and was Fe 10:45 a. m.
meets
every Thursday evening In Odd
Santa
arrives
Westbound
425
No.
promptly cured," says M. J. Leach,
Fellows'
Hall, San Francisco Street.
m.
druggist, of Wolcott, Vt. For sale by Fe 4:15 p.
are invited and welbrothers
GE
&
SANTA
Visiting
ATCHISON, TOPEKA
all druggists.
come.
Branch.
Lamy
LLO HER3CH, N. G.
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
R. L. BACA, V. G.
PIONEER IS TAKEN
11:10 a. m.
No. 721
DAVID L. MILLER,
m.
6:50
723
p.
No.
TO THE ASYLUM
Secretary.
10:55 p. m.
No. 725
No3C
Auto
,
Station.
Fe
From
Santa
Miles
Depart
No
No. 81
Auto
C. H. Walker, of Alamogordo, Veteran
Car
No.
Monday
B. P. O. E.
Car
8:25 a. m.
Monday
STATIONS
No. 720
from
Wednesday.
Dally
Dally
of Civil War, Committed to Las
Wed.
Dally
Dally
Ex.
Sun.
m.
Friday
4:20
722
p.
No.
Katou
Ex. Sun.
ffrlday.
Vegas Institution.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
7:40 p. m
6 S5p. m.
No. 724
12 15 p. m. . .
Arrives
RATON. N. M
0
Leaves
7 00 a.m.
4 00 p. m,
6 05p.ro
holds
m
a.
1157
its regular session on the second
HOUSE
10
and
connects
Nos.
7
4 23 p. m.
CLIFTON
with
No. 720
7 lb a. m.
6 45 p. m.
Las Vegas, N. M., May 11. C. H.
It 40 a. m
8 PRESTON
13
4 43 p. m
50 a. m.
and
fourth
at
Wednesdays of each month
5
No.
3,
east
west,
m
and
m,
;1
00a.
2,
limited,
20p.
e
au
6 00
KOBHLER, JUNCTION
8 20 a.m.
soldier, was
5 10 p. m. Walker, an
,j. m.
11 10 a. m
brothers are invited and welKOKHLKR
Visiting
23
5 10
ifjimv.
m,
p,
05
4
1 10 25 a m
p.m. brought to the asylum here Saturday
5 50 p. m
Ar...
8 10 a . in ,
4 OS p.m.
...VKRMEJO
10 16 am
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, come.
jjj;
5 55 p. m
Lv...
E. Walker
9 13 a. m
3 45 p.m. by his wife, Mrs. Agnes
63 a. m
9
T. P. GABLE,
CBRROSOSO
41
15 p. m,
6
58
at
m.
a.
Lamy.
3 15 p. m. and her
9
Allen S. Pierce of
kit.
8 30 p. m.
9 35 a.m.
i
Exalted Ruler.
2
10 JO a, m.
47
m.
;::;;ir;
7
cimarron
No. carries El Paso sleeper.
40p.m. Alamogordo.
s55p,
Lv
a. m
1 40 p. m
116 10 p. m
U 30 a m. IF 77 00
Lv.
J. D. SENA,
PARK
rUTB
7
Ar
9,
and
Nos.
45
connects
iO
No.
724
with
m.
m,
a.
p.
11
Mr. Walker came to New Mexico
east8
Secretary.
4 and
with the California column and in 1864 westbound, and Nos.
No. 20
bound.
Mllei
No. 21
was
to
W.
chief
Colonel
H.
Tuesday
clerk
STATIONS
from
Tuesday
Main Line Via Lamy.
Thuriday
Des
Moore, post sutler at Port Union.
Thursday
Saturday
7
will stop at all stations. Lamy
No.
Moines
Saturday
In later years he has been employ1000 a. m.
to Albuquerque to discharge passen...Arrive
DBS MOINES. N. M
0
Leave.
as
U CO a. m.
ed
Bremen
for
mine
the
bookeeper
9 25 a. m.
CAl'ULIN VEGAS
11
U 40 a. m.
8 45 a. m.
at Silver City, also in a similar capac- gers from Santa Fe.
VIGIL
22
12 25 p. m.
m.
a.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
830
j
THOMPSON
,
25
12 40 p. m.
ity' at Pearco, Arizona, and for the
8 05 a. m.
CUNNINGHAM
81
1 15
will not wait for No. 2 from the
and
p. m
7
30
a. m
Colonel W. C. Greene company In
Arrive! ...CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION. .... (Leave
42
1 50
7 20 a. ra.
p. m.
Iwest at Lamy, waiting only for No. 10
42
2 OOp. m
Leave. I ...CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION. .... Arrive
Mexico. Mr. Walker has been
7 00 a. m.
Leaves
RATON, N. M
49
3 from the
2 20 p. m
Arrive...
ill since 1904, when he was stricken from the south, and No.
Dally tourist rates to Los Angeles,
east.
with
m.
6:10
N.
at
M.,
p.
paralysis.
124.
San
Dawson,
Francisco California and the
A
arriving-ISouthwestern By. train
T Connects with El Paso
Dawson. . M. at 10:06 a. a
t Connects with El Paso 4 Southwestern Ry. train 126, leaving
Grand
.
Canyon of Arizona and return.
Herewith are some bargains offered
a mmeen
nouwn.
Biazeior van
irnui rrwrau,
.
,
mm
AlL&..
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
Connects wltn stage to ana from xaos ana aiinirawHiwB!
ComSix
months' round trip ticket on sale
.
,
8 W does not constipate, but on the other y the New Mexican Printing
wH.li ( A. S Rv. at Deg Mo net, and K. r.
a m
o ts
,.l a.
X. a. a, r tivy., .t
hi s.tA.
ITaCK JunnectlOU Wlin
naiuu auu v.utnn
Code of Civil Procedure of the dally to Los Angeles and San Franpany:
hand
its
laxative
principles gently
V'
and Red Lakes,
Clmrron,i0NNM !to
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep cisco, Stop overs going an returning
depot for following stations In N. M.: Coate, Ponil Park, Rayndo Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabeth-own- , move the bowels. Children like it. Sold
bound, $1; paper bound, 75 ents; Mis- within limit
Ute Park! N. M.t is depot for following stations In N. M.: Arroyo Seco, Aurora, Jaldy,
The
Ireland
by
Pharmacy.
and
Vildez.
souri Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
River
Taos,
Red
Twining
de
Ranchos
Taos,
City, Talpa,
Lobo, Questa,
To Los Angeles and return, $56.90.
W. A. GORMAN,
Code Pleadings, $6; the two for $10;
J.
VANHOUTEN,
EPIDEMIC
CLOSE8
WEST
J. DEDMAN,
To
San Francisco and return, $66.90.
A
Gen.
Vice Pres. andGen.
LAS VEGAS SCHOOLS. Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
To the Grand Canyon and return,
Superintendent n m
of New Mexico, 1899, 1P01 and 1903,
I
30 day ticket, with stop over privilegLas Vegas, N. M., May 11. The 'English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25; es within limit for $36.25. Also have
i full
Sheriff's Flexible a six months'
$3;
public schools of West Las Vegas have Cover leather,
ticket on sale dally to
sjsjsMMSBBSS
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
been for the remainder of the term
and
Arizona and rePrescott
Phoenix,
on account of an epidemic of scarlet two or more books, $1 each; New Mex- turn for $46.25. These tickets are
3
ico Supreme Courts Reports, Nos.
on any train.
fever, by order of Cecillo Rosenwald,
to 10, inclusive, $3.30 each; Compila- good
school
board.
of
the
is
It
G.
DONART,
president
estimated that there are now fifteen tion Corporation Laws, 75 cents Com.
Agent
50
Laws,
cents;
cases of the disease among the chil- pilation Mining
Money's Digest of New Mexico Redren of the West Bide.
The New Mexican Printing company
full sheep, $6.50; full list school
Reunion Scottish Rite Masons.
ports,
been
of
cases
scarlet
There have
is prepared to furnish cards de viste
blanks.
El Paso, Texas, May
fever for more than a month but the
for ladles and for gentlemen on short
1908.
disease has been slowly spreading
in first class style at reasonnotice
The
New
Mexican
can
do
printing
For the above occasion tickets will I uuu mem wan grotti uaufioi ui ih
able prices, either engraved or print
to
done
of
in
that
the
equal
11:10 A. At.
any
large
be sold to El Paso, Texas, and return
(bleaklng out In some of the class cities. Our solicitor:
ed. Call at the New Mexican Printing
Every piece of
for one fare and one fifth on the cer- rooms.
company.
we
out.
turn
work
our
once
stock
to
be
Try
Be in El
tificate plan. Certificates
signed
will
come
and
We
you
W.
again.
H.
certainly
Mr.
secretary.
McCullough,
by
Biliousness and Constipation.
It is an admittet fact that real esCertificates showing the purchase of
For years I was troubled with bili- have all the facilities for turning out tate, financial men and merchants all
tickets on going trip May 14 to 20 in- ousness and constipation, which made every class of work, including one of
say that quickest and best results are
clusive, will be honored in purchase life miserable for me. My appetite fail-(e- d the best binderies in the West.
obtained by advertising in the New
h
one-fiftfare
of return trip ticket at
me. I lost my usual force and viMexican.
The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant jouaney via
If presented on or before May 26th inPepsin preparations and catharRESTORATION TO ENTRY OF LANDS
tality.
clusive.
tics only made matters worse. I do not IN NATIONAL FOREST. Notice Is herethe S. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. The Golden State
Annual Conference Young Men's and know where I should have been today by given that the lands doacrlbed below,
embracing 100 acres, within the Jemez NaService so
Limited has now resumed Mid-winte- r
Young Ladies Mutual Improvement I had I not tried Chamberlain's Stom-- ! tional Forest, New Mexico, will be suboet
and entry under the provi1908.
June
12,14,
Association,
ach and Liver Tablets. The tablets re- - to settlement
take advantage of this splendid train the first time
of the homestead laws of the United
For the above occasion the Santa Fe lieve the ill feelings at once, strength- sions
Statos und the act of June 11, 1906 34 Stat.,
234), at the United States land office at
will sell tickets to Salt Lake City,
you have occassion to go El Paso.
the
the
digestive functions, purify
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on July 14, 1908. Any
en
Utah and return from Santa Fe for
actually and In good faith
.stomach, liver and blood, helping the settler who was
V. R- - STILES,
8.
7
any of Mild lands for agricultural
and
$30. Tickets on sale June 6,
system to do its work naturally. Mrs. claiming
purposes prior to January 1, 1906, and has
i General Passenger Agent.
Final return limit 60 days from date Rosa Potts, Birmingham, Ala. These not abandoned same, has a perference right
to make a homestead entry for the lands
sale.
of
El Paso, Texas,
tablets are for sale by all druggists.
actually occupied. Said lands were listed
upon the applications of the persons menGeneral
Assembly
Presbyterian
tioned below, who have a preference right
Church in the U. 8. A., Kansas
subject to the prior right of any such setASSAULTS MERCHANT
tler, provided such settler or applicant is
City Mo., May 21st, June
WITH SLEDGE HAMMER qualified to make homestead entry
and the
4th, 1908.
preference right is exercised prior to July
14, 1908, on which date the lands will be subFor the above occasion we will sell
Solano, N. M., May 11. This place ject to settlement and entry by any quail-lie- d
tickets from Santa Fe to Kansas City was
The lands are as follows: lot
the scene a few days ago of what 7 (or person.
8WH of SWM), See. 6 the NMi of Lot 1
on
sale
return
for
$33.25. Tickets
and
may prove to be a tragedy. J. L. NIco (or the NJ4 of NWV4 of NWW), Sec. 7. T. 18 N
R. 4 E., N. P. M., listed
May 18th to 23rd Inclusive. Final rethe application
lay, one of the leading merchants, of Alblna Lucero, of upon
Perea, New Mexico.
turn limit June 8th, 1908.
Perfect Fitting "Elastic" Book-case- s
while attempting to collect a bill of wnoaiioges settlement three years prior to
Q. H. DONART,
Also the 8WV4 of NWM, Sec.1!,
ure lha only ones which successfully
long standing from Jack Barrett, a application.
T 18 N., R. 3 E., application of Joe N. Tarn,
Agent.
of
blacksmith helper, was assaulted by of Perea, New Mexico, who alleges settle-- ,
ulnl themselves to the conditions
meut thereon in 1903. FRED DEMMETT
the latter who struck him ovar the j Commissioner
t'lj modern home.
of the General Land Office.
head with a sledge hammer, infl'cUrig Approvea Apru a, vm, f KAJNK JIKKOE
TUsrs may be certain limitations as to room,
a serious If not fatal wound. Barrett First Assistant Secretory of the Interior.
hut whatever spuet is available cun be utilized
was at once arrested, but was releasand beautified by an artistic arrangement of these cases, the only
We
want
for
a
order
34
inch
your
und
spring ed on $3,000 bond pending the out25,'S
mu le in two lengths,
kiuJ of sectional book-ca'- e
sum- come of his victim'
our
In
of
suit.
line
and
injuries.
spring
Ideal.
and
Standard
lengths, and in three distinct types C'.oloniu!,
mer
be
will
found
the
best
samples
of
Caches
dluerei.t
in
colors
quar
Our catalogue illustrates
eight
Kodol completely digests all classes
The
examples of the designers art.
tcred oak und mahogany.
"Naftiest" fashions so much desired of food. It will get right at the trouble
TO
by men of critical taste in dress. The and do the very work Itself for the
We will cull and measure any space
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
"Royal" line of samples
formerly stomach. It Is pleasant to take. Sold
in your house and give you the exact
shown at the Santa Fe haberdashers. by The Ireland Pharmacy.
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the
cost in any fiuish you may select.
All old records of measurements of
former customers carefully preserved
The New Mexican Printing company
New Mexican Printing Com
and fit and satisfaction absolutely Is prepared to furnish cards de viste
pany, Local Agents, Santa,
guaranteed. This applies to new and for ladles and for gentlemen on short
Fe, N. .
at reason
old customers.
notice In first class
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the San
.
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PASSENGER

tats3 SCHEDULE

In Effect September 1, 1907.

1

old-tim-

.y

son-in-la-

Excursions

Can-Jane-

n

a

.

V1

1

iwi

Passer

I

Going to EI Paso?

a

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

18-2-

At Torrance at
Paso at 5:30 P.M.

(

ran

We Are After You.

DIRECT KOUTE

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

style

1

able prices, either engraved or printIt is an admitted tact that real es ed. Call at the New Mexican Printing
tate, financial men ana merchants all company.
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by adverting In the New Subscribe tor the Dattr New Mexi
Mexican.
can and get the news.
,
v

Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, train service, descriptive
literature, etc., call on or address
S. K. HOOPER, Q. P.AT.A.
f, H. MclRIDE, Agent
v

Denver,

Colo.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

MAY 11, 1908.

MONDAY,

SANTA FE &EW MEXIOAN. SANTA ,FTBlN. U.
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1,000 business and residence lota, also 21x141 feet laid,
out with broad tO and
streets, with alleys 20 feet
70-fo-ot

with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches; large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent
wide,

-

o

Fttttifc Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Belen Ctrt-of- f

j

The C3
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

31 miles

and points Eut to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso
and Old Mexico.

'

j

II vJ n

--

south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the
junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe SyBtem leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston
Belen

fil
UVU

fiVl

LHIiVl

Holler Mill, capacity 160 barrels daily; large winery; three
hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
several restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

OVER

MAIL

AND

TO

BELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lot offered are in the center of the city, well graded
(many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or gravel. We need a

bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouaejew-eleplumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood yard,
modem
drug store, harness shop etc. etc. j also a lmt-cla- s
hotel.
fiwt-cli-

r,

wi

1

1.

Our prices of lots are low and terms oa easy payments ; ;
d
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
Two-thircash.
may remain on note, with mortgage as seOne-thir-

ds

curity, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereoi.
Apply at once for map and prices if yoi wish to seemrt

JOHN BECKER, President
WM. M. BEBGEB,

EXPBESS,

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO

BLMjti T0VJ1SITE

for wood, flour, wheat, wine, baans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city
in the near future cannot be estimated.

LIMITED

ALL FAST

the choicest lots.

Secretary.

The Belea Town aad Improvement Company
American Association.
At Kansas City Kansas City 2;
lioulsville 3.
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
At
Milwaukee Milwaukee 6; InMeliton Garcia, Charged With Mur0.
dianapolis
National League.
At St. Paul St. Paul 1; Toledo 14.
der, Granted Change of Venue
Clubs
Won. Lost. P. C.
Other Cases Disposed of.
At Minneapolis MInneaplls 3; Co5
.722
13
Chicago
2.
lumbus
G
.C25
10
Pittsburg
(Special Correspondence of the New New York
7
11
.011
Mexican.)
Colorado' State League.
9
.526
10
Boston
Taos, N. M.( iMay 11. The spring
At Trinidad
'
R.H.K.
10
.526
,9
term of the district court for Taos Philadelphia
6 8 6
13
7
.350 Trinidad
Cincinnati
5 7 5
county, is rapidly disposing of the
Denver
15
.250
5
business before it and It Is expected St. Louis
Honska and Brierly; Pierce and
to adjourn the latter part of this
McDonough.
American League.
week.
Lost. P.C.
Won.
Clubs
In the case of the Territory vs. MelSATURDAY'S RESULTS.
7
.639
12
iton Garcia, charged with murder, the New York
8
.579
...11
motion of counsel for the defense ask- Cleveland
National League.
9
.550
11
Philadelphia
to
Fe
of
venue
Santa
R. H. E.
At
ing a change
Philadelphia
10
.500
10
0 6 3
county, was granted by the court, and Chicago
Brooklyn
.500
11
T.ll
the case will be tried at the next term St. Louis
1
8
.400 Philadelphia
12
Boston
of court for that county.
MoWilhelm
and
Batteries:
Bergen;
.421
8
11
In the case of the Territory vs. Jose Washington
.421 ran and Dooin.
11
8
Detroit
with
an
assault
Ij. Domingiiez, charged
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg
with words, the same was dismissed
0 3 1
Pittsburg
Western League.
for want of prosecution,,
1 6 1
...
Chicago
7
.632
12
In the case of the Territory vs. A. Omaha
Giband
Batteries:
Camnitz,
lister
8
.600
12
Corsimo Martinez,
charged with se- Sioux City
and
Frazer
son;
Kling.
8
.619
....13
R. H. E.
curing money under false pretenses, Denver
At St. Louis
9
.429
12
Dea
Moines
the same was dismissed upon motion
3 4 1
St. Louis
12
.429
9
Lincoln
of the district attorney.
1 7 0
Cincinnati....
'
C
316
13
In the case of the Territory vs. J. Pueblo
R. H. E.
At New York
3 9 3
Miguel Aragon, charged with assault
Boston
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS.
with words, tho case was dismissed
7 10 2
New York
R. H. E.
At Chicago
because of faulty complaint.
Batteries:
Young, Ferguson and
6 7 0
In the case of the Territory vs. Chicago
Matthewson
and
Bowerman;
2 5 1
Malaqulas Cortez and Gregorio Gar- Pittsburg
Brown and Kling; Leifleld and Gib
cia, charged with killing a steer, the
i
case being tried by jury, Cortez was son,
American League.
R. H. E.
Second Game
found guilty as charged in the indictAt Cleveland First Game R. H. E.
0
2
0
ment but Garcia, upon motion of the Chicago
4
9
4
Cleveland
1 5,0
'
district attorney was ordered dis- Pittsburg
6 1
Detroit
.....3
Pfeister, Overall and Moran; Willis
charged. A motion for a new trial and
Batteries: Joss and N. Clarke;
a motion in arrest of judgment In the and Gibson.
Summers and Thomas.
R.H.E. Second Game
case of Cortez were at once filed by At St. Louis
R. H. E.
0 4 2
St. Louis
his counsel.
2 5 3
Cleveland
3 C 2
In addition to the above entitled Cincinnati
8 1
Detroit .'
...5
causes several minor civil cases were Karger and Marshall; Bliss, Bwlng
Batteries: Rhoades and Clarke; Muland Schlet.
disposed of by the court.
len and Schmidt.
R. H. E.
Second Game
At Chicago
R. H. E.
4
8 13
St. Louis
1 4 0
Chicago
FARMERS TO ORGANIZE! Cincinnati
7 13 2
2 9 0
St. Louis
WHEAT ASSOCIATION Lush, Higglnbottom, McGlynn and Batteries: Smith, Owen and Sulli'
Tozer,
McCarthy,
Bliss; Ludwlg,
van; Howell and Spencer.
Schlet.
R. H. E.
Second Game
Arrangements Underway at Solano to Spade and
6 3 2
Chicago
Encourage Planting of Cereal on
American League.
3 10 3
Scale.
Louis
...
St.
...
Large
R. H. E.
At Chicago
Batteries: Walsh and Shaw and
1 6 0
Sullivan; Waddell, Crisp, Bailey, GraSolano, N. M., May 11. Solano is to Chicago
3 12 0 ham and
have a Duris or Macaroni wheat as- fMovfllftnjI :
Stephens.
'
R. H. E.
At Boston
sociation this season for the purpose
White and Sullivan; Thielman and
New York
of encouraging the planting of this Bemis.
..2 6 1
R.H. E. Boston...
1 9 1
... .k
kind of wheat which is especially Second Game
2 6 1
Sevclimate.
to
and
soil
and
Chesbro
this
Klelnow;
Batteries:
Chicago
adapted
0 4 2 Carrlgan and Criger.
eral fields have been sown this spring Cleveland
R. H. E.
and are coming up nicely.
Smith and Sullivan; Chech and N.
At Washington
6 8 1
It is the dream of the enthusiasts Clarke.
Washington
' R.H.E. Philadelphia ...
2 7 1
that five years hence thousands of At St. Louis
2 7 3
.
acres will wave the golden grain In St. Louis
Burns
and
Batteries:
Warner;
6 8 1
Vlckers and Schreck,
the sunshine that is now wasted on Detroit
prairie grass and grease weed and Wallace, Pelty and Spencer; Donowealth-makin- g
Western League.
van and Payne.
special trains will bear tne
for
R. H. E. ' At Des Moines
shipSecond Game
crops to Galveston
R. H. E.
4 8 1
ment to foreign ports and larger mar- St. Louis
...1 7 1
Des Moines
Detroit
; kets.
......11 13 1 Pueblo
.
...
...3 11 2
wheat
most
enthusiastic
Among the
Graham, Dineen and Stephens; KilBomar and
Yeager;
Batteries:
growers are the Upton Brothers, Sim- lian and Payne.
Fitzgerald and Mltz.
and
mons Brothers, James Sullivan
R. H. E.
At Omaha
5 3
Western League.
Postmaster Morris who is also section
...4
...
Omaha...
'
boss and a very progressive farmer, At Des Moines
R. H.E. Denver
...2 7 2
;
9 1
v
;..-Batteries! Hollenbeck and Gon- Des Moines
iff'.,. Mr. John Riha of Vining, la., says, Pueblo
0 6 6 ding; Adams and Zalusky.
R. H. E.
;
"I have been selling DeWitfs Kidney
Witherup and Yeager; Jackson and At Sioux City
5 2
. ...2
'
Sioux City
and Bladder Pill for about a year and Mltz.
12 2
....
than
...5
R.H.E.
satisfaction
any
At
better
Lincoln...
Omaha
they give
2 7 1
Batteries: Corbett, Starr and Hen- pill I ever sold." Sold by The Ireland Omaha
4
1
1.
Denver i......
ry ; Jones and Zlnran.
Pharmacy.
Bohannon
Sanders and Lebrand;
'
American Association.
The New Mexican Printing company and McDonough.
" At Kansas
R.H.E.
Sioux
At
City Kansas City 0;
City
hag. on hand a large supply of pads
5 7 3 Louisville 2. .
Sioux
school
City
work,
suitable
for
and tablets
7 11 1
At 'Minneapolis Minneapolis 1; Co
the desk, and also for lawyers and Llnwln
2..
.
lumbus
and
Orutcher
Bonna,
Shea;
will
We
Starr,
merchants; good anywhere.
At Milwaukee Milwaukee 6; In
cell .them at five cents In book form. McKay and Zlnran.

BASE BALL SCORES.

COURT GRINDING
AWAY AT TAOS

12

......

..........

:

....

WAHTS
FOR
RENT Nicely
furnished
rooms for Jlght housekeeping. Apply
FOR SALE A ruling machlno In
good condition; will be sold cheap. Ap
ply to the New MexTcan
Printing
Company.
dianapolls 0.
At St. Paul

ern

'
.

........... ..i......

.

mim

Cures Biliousness, Sick

Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver land

Chronic Constipation.

Pltatant to take
.....

laxative Prnit Syrup
-- t THE

.....i.

Cleanses the system

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
It la guaranteed
,

IRELAND PHARMACY.

...

-

ti

v.

,f'ri

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Agent
Roswell Automobile Co

Roswell,

Hollitwm,

C.

Jaramlllo, Mrs. C.
Juliette, Mrs. L.
Lucero, J.
Lucas, Col. C. H.
Lyle, T. R.
"

Matteo, Ignacio D.

Oae-un- s

Montoya, Andrellita, (5.)
.,
Martinez, Seaarlta
Morgan, Edward
Morgan, Thomas
Maes, Matilda
Mimms, Miss May
.

Mclntyre

Oas-ii-ne

& Co., A.

,

Watts, James
Williams, M.

i-ii- ei.

Fac-Simi-

&

pacific

le

....

....,......
tfx, lxi,

SELF-INKIN- G

ixil

FOB TYPE SPECIMENS ADDBESI
'
'

'

Watson, W. T.
In calling Mr these letters please
"
state whether "advertlied" or not
.

ii

one-ha-

D.

Valdez, P.
Valdez, R.
Wolfe, C. D.

.......

one-ha-

Rodriguez, Cesarlo ,
Rivera, Matilda
Rickettsr, Clinton (6.)
Rlcketts, George
Sanchez, Francisco D.
Sandoval, Miss Aurora
Salazar, Miss Patty .
Smith, C. F.
Swepston, Mrs. Jlia B.

Sprankle, Paul
Santa Fe Llano Estacado
Land & Trust Co.
TIennon, J. T.

e

i

Padilla J.
Padilla, Mrs. Lita
Pino, Mrs. Carmelita
Phillips, Earl
-

PRICE-LIS- T
H
Stamp, not over 2 J iachei long
Each additional lint oa tame stamp, 10.
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3 J inches long. .I0e

Each additional line on same stamp, lie.
Stamp, over 3 J and not over I iaches long. . .lis
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin-e
inches long, per inch.
.lis
Stamp, over
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two linto.)
Borders of all shapes, under S inches long way, lie extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate fries
lf
Where type used is orer
inch
aut wt fharp
lf
for one line for each
inch ot fxtetieaL
DATES, BTO.
Local Datcr any town and date for ten years. .. . 11.00
.10
.
Ledger Dater-mon- th,
day and year in
.11
line
Dater
Regular
1.19
Defiance Model Band Dater.
Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wool Chit 1.16
i.W
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS,
1Y;
lie; 211, tic;
lixti, 10c;
rie.
10c; 4x7f,
One-lin-

McCormick, William
Mclntrye, Monroe
Ortiz, Joseflta

.

New Mexico

.

WHEN YOU FIND YOUBSELF WBITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COUBSE Of
YOUB BUSINESS, REMEMBER 1 BUBBEB STAMP
WILL CAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ABE USING BUBBEB STAMPS MOBB
NOW THAN EVEB BEFOBE BECAUSI3 THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THE81 DAYI

'

.Lawrence, Ellery

.

.

Rtsbbeff Stamps

Clark, Sam
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. John
Downs, F. O.
Fernandez, Acenclon
Foree, KoDert
Hunter, Louise

..v...;,.............

.

Parts of the World.

Roswell Automobile Co

Arroyo, Mrs. Julia
Barbero, Manuel
Benson, N.
Barlow, E. F.
Cordova, Ruben
Cuebas, Refugio
Cuebas, Marcos
Cuebas Reyes
Chapman, Capt .H. A.
Carmlchael, John
Clay, James

Carpenter, Arthur

V

f

All

irtf

at Washington:

...... ............

......

TO

I

......

...... .......

0.

General Express Forwarders

At Champaign:
Illinois 5; Wisconsin 2.
At
Philadelphia: Princeton 8;
Mail
and
line between Island train, due at 2 a. m.
University of Pennsylvania 6 (13 In- Roswell, New passenger
Mexico and Torrance,
time between the two
Running
nings.)
New
five
meals furnished at
Mexico,
points,
included,
daily,
hours;
Sunday
At New Haven, Conn.:
Yale 3;
connection with all trains on the Rock Camp Nedmore, free of charge.
Andover 0.
Island and Santa Fe Central Railways.
Excursion
accommodated
parties
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
by notifying the company two days In
LETTR LIST.
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock advance.
List of letters remaining uncalled
for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known and best machines
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N. Agents
for all purposes on the market.. Twoof the best known and best maohlnee
M., for week neding May 9, 1908,
for all purposes on the market. Address all communications and Inquiries to
If not called for within two weeks
the
i:
,i
will be sent to the dead lotter office

,,

"T

1.

College Games.
At Coluinous, Mo. Kansas University 9; Missouri 2.
At Providence: Brown 11; Carlisle
Indians 0.
At Ann Arbor: Michigan 9; Georgetown 0.
At Chicago: Indiana 4; Northwest-

'

:'.

St. Paul 6; Toledo

Wells Fargo Si Company
Express

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Poatmaftter.

fJE7

PRlflTlJlG

CAJ

lUTTA

II,

S1W MIXIOO

CO.

M

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N. L)

C ART WRIGHT.D A VIS CO.

M nA P.'t

T:.

CONVOCATION WAS

!

LArvucLi Ail cai,L.LS

(Continued From Page Four.)

No. 250 San Francisco Street
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market. Telephone No. 49.

BAlS,

GROCER.

RIPE OLIVES.
Ripe olives are healthful and nutrl
d
tlous. They are
oil by
volume. We are now offering ihrm In
three sizes:
Pints, 25 cents, quarts,
40 cents; gallons, $1.25. All packed In
tin. Tin preserves Xhern from the action of sunlight which is very Injurious.
one-thir-

BUTCHERS!

still headquarters. "Always everything
to be had In beef, pork, mutton, veal,
fresh fish and poultry.
WASHED FIGS.

Our fresh figs In yellow cartoni are
carefully cleansed and then carefully
packed In dust proof cartons. "These
figs retain their natural shape, never
GRAPE JUICE.
having been thumbed or stretched as
and con- are the layer figs. Genuine Smyrna
Grape juice Is
tains unchanged the sugar of the figs of the finest flavor. Per carton, 25
grape as well as the acids and salts. cents.
This renders it nutritious and thirst
MONSOON
PRESERVES.
tor
quenching.
Especially valuable
for convalescents from fevers, etc. It
These are made from fresh whole
sustains the strength with out unduly
Increasing the temperature. A mild fruit of the best quality and pure sulaxative it is deslreable for persons gar, nothing else. They are packed In
of sedentery habits.
sanitary tins. No solder. Per tin 25
Welch's Concord juice, pints 30 cents. Strawberry, cherry, red raspcents; $3 a dozen; Angelus, Muscatel berry and pineapple.
or Zlnfandel, 30 cents per pint, $2.73
FANCY TEAS.
per dozen.
Under, this name Chase & Sanborn
AN OLIVE SNAP.
'pack four flavors or varieties of extra
pound
We have secured a few dozen fifty high grade toa in
cent size Spanish Queen olives which 'sealed canisters. See that the seal is
we can offer at thirty-fiv- e
cents per not broken. We sell all at the uniform
cents.
jar. Ask for the "N" brand. This Is a price of thirty-fiv- e
Is delicateFormosa
FANCY
Oolong
bargain.
ly fragrant of fine bouquet and flavor
FANCY Ceylon and India Is an exquiPINEAPPLES.
Only a few dozen of those 25 cent site blending of Golden Tip Ceylon
cans of pineapple left. They still go at and Darjeeling India. .
FANCY English Breakfast is of the
20 cents per No. 2 tin
best high grown leaf and in the cup is
of surpassing richness and fullness of
FRESH MEATS.
For high grade fresh meats we are flavor.
one-fourt- h

call

For anything and everything appertaining
the New Mexican Printing Company.

to Printing or Binding

o i

Next Meeting at Las Vegas Hon. L.
All trains are reported on time this
Bradford Prince Delegate to
Congress.
evening.
A force of men is laying a new
The annual Episcopal convocation
brick sidewalk In front of the HerNow Mexico for 1908, met on Wedof
nandez property on San Francisco
nesday morning May 6, in St. Clemstreet.
ent's church, El Paso, Texas. All
A match game has been arranged
of the district which embraces
parts
at the bowling alley for tomorrow New Mexico and northwestern Texas,
night when a team composed of mem- were well represented. From the
bers of the Santa Fe Fire Department
Church of the Holy Faith, Santa Fe,
will bowl five sets with a picked team.
Rev. Walter R. Dye and Hon. L. BradThe Interior of Ireland's Pharmacy ford
Prince, the warden, were preshas been materially
A ent.
Improved.
handsome new prescription case and
At the opening service, Rev. Hun-to- r
several new floor cases have been
Lewis of Mesilla Park, preached
installed which adds to the : appear- the convocation sermon.
ance of the store very much.
At the business sessions Bishop
J. A. Davis, of the Wood-Davi- s
Hard Kendrlck presided, and Rev. Jesse S.
ware company
this afternoon re- Moore, of Las Vegas, was secretary.
ceived
a telegram from Phoenix, ' The following were among the
Arizona,
stating that his sister, committees:
Mrs. W.
H.
nee Mas
State of the Church Rev. Norman
Hogle,
Laura Davis, today underwent an op F. Marshall, of Carlsbad, and Hon. L.
eration at that place and is in a criti B. Prince.
cal condition. The telegram did not
Flnanc(J
Henry D. Bowman of Las
state the cause of her Illness. She Is Cruces, and R. H. Smith of El Paso.
well known in Santa Fe. She was
Constitution and Canons Rev. Fletemployed in the New Mexican office cher Cooke of Albuquerque and F. H.
for two years and has many friends Seaman of El Paso.
in this city who will hope for her
On next Convocation
Rev. W. R.
speedy recovery.
Dye.
The following officers were elected:
of the District, Hon. R.
Treasurer
BEARS ARE OUT
.1, Palen ; treasurer of the convocation,
IN BUNCHES W. J. Johnston of Albuquerque; Chan
cellor, Hon, L. B. Prince; Registrar,
Three Killed By Hunters Near Winsor Arthur Boyle.
Much time was occupied In endeavRanch on the Upper Pecos in One
Day.
oring to meet the needs of the new
sections so rapidly filling up with
Two sportsmen from the Sunflower population.
and
Among other business, the approHugh
state, John Arrlngton
Screen, of Callsta, Kansas, who have priation for a vault for the church
been hunting and trapping at the Win- archives at Santa Fe was increased
sor Ranch on the upper Pecos the to $125.
reThe number of confirmations
past ten days had the time of their
was
ever
before.
than
lives last Thursday morning.
greater
They ported
St. Paul's church, Las Vegas, was
were making their daily round of the
traps and as they approached the one chosen as the place for the next connearest the ranch, they found It miss- vocation, to meet In May, 1909.
Rev. Hunter Lewis and W. A. Chap
ing. Tying their horses, they followed the trail of the decamping bear. So man, of Raton, were elected delegates
absorbed were they in tracing its pro- to the convention of the seventh disgress through the underbrush that trict at Topeka, Kansas.
Rev. Henry Easton and Hon. L. B.
they forgot that there might be others
Prince were chosen as representa
of the bruiny tribe among the rocks.
Congress to
A wrathful
growl awakened the tives to the
hunters and Screen yelled : "Hero they be held in London In July.
Bishop Kendrlck expects to pass
come." A yearling cub, not thirty
most
of the summer in Santa Fe.
was
vigorously paddling
yards away
Chief Justice Mills, warden of the
towards the brave trappers. Right
him came the mother bear and Las Vegas church, was detained at
she meant business, too, from the way homo by his judicial duties.
The Rev. Dr. Easton and the vesshe was growling. This surprised the
hunters so that they had no time to try of St. Clement's church were unget scared. A string of empty shells remitting in their hospitality to mem
shows they advanced rapidly on the bers of the convocation. A general re
enemy. Thirty or forty shots struck ceptlon was held on Thursday eve
the mother bear through the heart, ning In the beautiful parish house ad
while the yearling was quieted with joining the church.
four.
Just then about fifteen yards away,
Mr.
there came a mad bellowing.
Screen executed a quick step to the
Surveyor General John W. March
right about and three cartridges killed has received an order to turn all ap
a
caught In the trap. plications for surveys based on set'
When all three were sure enough dead tlements over to the
special agents
the men Indulged In a few happy war who will examine and report on same,
The bears killed are sil- This new order Is made because the
whoops.
ver tips In prime condition. The larg- department of specl.il agents is more
est of the three weighting 700 pounds. familiar with the conditions of the
lands settled.
ALL-STAR- S
Notaries Public Appointed.
WALLOP
The following notaries public have
THE COLLEGE BOYS been appointed by Acting Governor
Nathan Jaffa for their respective counGame at the Ball Park Yesterday Af- ties:
ternoon Sure Enough Corner
Victoria A. Green, of Santa Fe, SanLot Exhibition.
ta Fe county.
George W. McCan, of Deming, Luna
base ball team had a county.
The
walk-awawith the team from St.
Harry V. McElroy, of Tucumcarl,
Michael's College yesterday afternoon. Quay county.
The game was played at the new ball
Life Insurance Company Admitted.
park and the features of the game
Commissioner
Insurance
Jacobo
s
of the
were the
Chaves has granted admittance to the
and Anderson's pitching. He struck Bankers Reserve Life Company of
out thirteen men and allowed only Omaha, Nebraska, to transact busithree hits.
ness In New Mexico. The Bankers
s
The batteries were:
Reserve Life company is a new arD. Anderson
St. rangement of the Bankers' Life Insurand H. Batz;
Michael's College, E. Osa, E. Safford ance company, which was an assess- and J. Safford. The score by innings ment plan, under the new arrange-- I
was as follows: ,
ment it has been organized as a stock
s
....
520 company.
St. Michael's . .0
Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorporation have been filed in the office of
MADE
be-hi-

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURES FRAMING
OUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE
Residence,

Lincoln Avenue. Night and Sundays.

Telephone
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two-year-o-
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COAL WOOD
Anthracite Furnaco.
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Smithing Coal,
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PRINTING CO., SOLE MAKERS FOR
(FRAY PATENT.

NEW MEXICAN

The Most Interesting
Collection of Indian

Curios

In

We
mall

Santa Fe,

NEW

MEXICO,

Indian Blankets and
Filigree Jewelry in
United

States.

parts of this country and our
order business is greater than that of any
ell to all

other establishment in our line in the world.

Best Csllect'on of Post Cards

at Lowest Prices.

JYOU ARE WELCOME TO LCOK AR( UND

fta

02

TO
ATTEMPT
ANNIHILATE FAMILY

The Largest Stock of
Mexican Drawn Work,

the

23411220

Original Ola Cnno Store

Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa:
Zook's Pharmacy. Principal place
of business, 110 Lincoln Avenue, SanWitnesses Against Alleged "Black ta Fe, Santa Fe county. Territorial
Hand" Agents Have Homes
agent, John N. Zook. Object, to manufacture, buy, sell, import, export and
Dynamited.
generally deal in drugs, druggists sun000. riivld- Pnnitnl Rtnclr
Chicago, May 11. Wha? appears to dries ot
have been an attempt to assassinate ed into fifty shares of the par value
Vlnyenzo Vlvirlto and Bletro Mosatto, of $100 each. Will commence busi-- '
together with their families, at 31 ness with $3,000 of the capital stock
Leo
Gault Court, was made early today 'subscribed.
Incorporators,
by the exploding of a bomb under the rHersch, John N. Zook, and Zelma
stairway leading to their apartments. Brown Zook, all of Santa Fe. ExistNo one was injured. The purpose the ence, 50 years.
police believe was to prevent the j W. S. Cox, Incorporated. Principal
members of the two families from ap- office, Silver City, Grant county. Terpearing as witnesses against Antonla ritorial agent, A. H. Harllee, of SilMarici and his son, Vito, who are ver City. Object to buy, own and hold
awaiting trial for the murder of Joseph ' real and personal estate; to buy and
Concillo who was killed after refusing sell in goods, wares and merchana demand for $500 made by the "black dise; to conduct general merchandise
and undertaking business, etc. Capihand."
tal stock, $50,000, divided into 500
shares of the par value of $100 each.
WANT8 COL STEWART'8
commence business with $2,800
Will
CA8E INVESTIGATED
of the capital stock subscribed. Existence fifty years. Incorporators, W.
Washington, May 11. Senator
S. Cox, Henry J. Burke and S. Ernest
a
resolution
Introduced
au
today
Pollock, all of Silver City.
thorizing the President to convene a
offive
court of Inquiry to consist of
ficers of the army to investigate the CHICAGO CARMEN
VOTE TO WALK OUT.
accusations against
charges and
Chicago, May 11. The strike vote
Colonel William F. Stewart who had
been detailed to serve until retire- taken by the North ana West Side
ment at the abandoned military post street carmen resulted in a practicalof Fort Grant, Trizona. The resolution ly unanimous vote In favor of a walkwill He on the table until tomorrow out. The question of a closed or open
when Senator ' Raynor will speak upon shop is the point around which the entire difficulty revolve
NV !. K
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for Summer?
Nothing adds to kitchen
convenience in summer weather
like a New Perfection Wick
e.
Blue Flame Oil
Anything that any stove can
do the "New Perfection" will
do, and do it better. Bakes,
roasts, boils, toasts; heats the wash water and the sad
irons, and does it without dissipating Its heat through the room
to your discomfort. The
Cook-Stov-

HW

PEBffiCTIORI
e
Blue Flame 00

I

n

DUDROW & IU10NTENIE

MAY 11, 1908.

MONDAY,

Wick

Cook-Stov-

actually keeps the kitchen cool actually makes it comfortable
for you while doing the family cooking, because, unlike the coal
range, its heat is directed to one point only right under the
kettle. Made in three sizes, fully warranted. If not
with your dealer, write our nearest agency.

n

The

affords

mellow
is
that
grateful
very
light
to tired eyes a perfect student or family
lamp! Brass, nickel plated, hence more durable than other lamps.
If not with your dealer, write our
agency.
j

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)
higher. Southern steers $4.756.50;
southern cows $2.755; stockers and
feeders $3.755.50; bulls $3.405.75;
calves $4.7505.75; western steers $5
(Continued From Page One.)
6.90; western cows $3.75 5.50.
tallty which has been shown this fleet
Sheep
Receipts 10,000. Market
on every possible occasion throughout steady.
Muttons $55.65; lambs $6
tho trip.
fed
7.25; range wethers $4.755.60;
ewes $4.505.35.
The Trip of Secretary Root.
"In conclusion, let me speak of another trip, made a couple of years NOTICE FOR THE PURCHASE OF
BRICK.
ago by the Secretary of State Elihu
Root, the first time in our nistory the
Notice is hereby given that sealed
American Secretary of State, during bids will be received for the
making
his term of office, left the country to and
of 300,000 brick, to be
burning
visit certain other nations. Mr. Root made and burned on the
grounds of
made the complete tour of South tho New Mexico
College of AgriculAmerica, traversed Central America, ture and Mechanic Arts. Bids to be reand afterwards visited Mexico. He ceived
by the Board of Regents up to
was everywhere received
with the 10 o'clock a. m.,
Tuesday, May 26th,
heartiest greeting, a greeting which 1908. All bids must be accompanied
deeply touched our people, and I wish by certified check for $100.00. The parto say once more how appreciative
ty whoso bid Is accepted will be rewe are of the reception tendered him.
quired to furnish bond for the faith"His voyage was unique In character ful
of hla contract. Mark
and In value. It was undertaken only all performance
bids, "Bids for Brick."
because we citizens of this Republic
Tho right is reserved to reject any
recognize that our interests are more and all bids.
closely intertwined with the interests
Address: Board of Regents, A. and
of the other peoples of this continent M.
N.
than with those of any other nations. M. College, Agricultural College,
I believe that history will say that
R. E. M'BRIDE,
though we have had other great secPresident.
retaries of state, we have had none V. B.
MAY,
greater than Elihu Root; and that
Secretary and Treasurer.
though in his high office he has done
much for tho good of his nation and
WANTED. Wife, by, gentleman 35
of mankind, yet that his greatest
of age, blonde, 6 feet, weight
years
achievement has been the success 190
worth $G,500; carry $5,000
pounds,
which has come as the result of his
life Insurance, making $90 per month.
devoted labor to bring closer togethCon support a wife. Ladles educated,
er all the republics of the New World,
with Irreproachable characters. No
and to unite them In the effort to work
not over. 25 years of age.
valiantly for our common betterment,
5 feet to 5 feet,
8
helghth
Inches,
for the material and moral welfare of
125
160
to
weight
pounds, willing to
all who dwell In the Western
live here three years. Write.
Will
make the right woman happy. Photo If
you can. Ranchers daughter preferred
ORGANIZE TRUCK
or those living in small towns. H. M.
GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.
Clark, Hermanas, New Mexico.
PRESIDENT

LAYS

CORNER-STON-

E

Deming, N. M., May 11. The farmers of Luna county met here on last
Saturday for the purpose of organizing a truck growers' association. The
meeting was largely attended and preliminary steps were taken to organize
A committee of
such an association.
which Cooke Chapman, is chairman,
was named to formulate rules and
for the organization and an
adjournment was then taken until
next Saturday when officers will be
elected.

Subscribe for the Dally New Mexican and get the news.

SHKITflRIUm
202

Water Street

Santa Fe. N.

A modern hospital, equipped

by-la-

M.

for the

treatment of medical, surgical, and
obstetrical cases. Rates, $9.00 per

week and up.
OF SAILORS. J. M. Diaz, Pres.

SAN FRANCISCO BEGINS

ENTERTAINMENT

J. A. Rolls, 8eo.

San Francisco, May 11. Although
rain was . threatened the week's entertainment of the officers and men
of the fleet began this morning according to program.
Many sailors
were taken in the big observation
cars to all points of interest about the
city. This afternoon the army and
baseball games
navy championship
will be played and this evening the
Pacific coast amateur boxing contests
will take place.

MARKET REPORT.
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Amalgamated Copper 64.
Atchison 82
pfd. 92
New York Central 106.

YOUR ORDER

1--

should be given to us if

you want it filled quickly and satisfactorily.
We have on hand a fine
lot of

120.

Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific

86
141

1--

'

Union Pacific
Steel 37
pfd. 1021-4- .
MONEY8 AND METAL8.
New York, May 11. Money on call
easy 1 4 2 per cent. Prime mer1--

1--

3--

cantile paper

3

3--

1--

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, May 11. Wool steady.
Territory and western mediums 17
19. Fine mediums 15316. Fine 11

,

LIVESTOCK.

Sycamore, Pine

Horn-loc-

etc.

14;

Kansas City, May 11. Cattle Receipts 9,000. Market strong to ten

CHOICE LUMBER
Chestnut. Cypress, Oak,

I

C. W . Ducko?,

k,

